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Paroled

From Reform School.
Russell Chenea, 14 years old, was fiveChicago, 111., April 27. Two of the
Americans who recently repulsed
yesterday paroled from the New Mex- an attack made
by bandits on the
ico Reform School at Springer where
American Hacienda Quimichio on the
he was serving a sentence of 5 years Sinaloa-Tepiborder in Mexico sav
by Governor W. C. McDonald. The
women and children by walk
boy was turned over to his relatives ing eight
with the understanding that they ing twenty miles and escaping in Cawere to educate him and report to the noes to Teacapan were Chicagoans.
were Killian Stimpson, 20 years
superintendent of the reform instiui- - They
old, and Guy L. Jones, 31 years old.
tion each month.
Stimpson left Chicago for Mexico last
Incorporation.
October
and Jones has been employed
The Socorro Land and Live Slock
this there as a superintendent for two
Company of Denver, Colorado,
The last letters received by
morning filed their charter with the years.
oi uie men were posted ai.
state corporation commission and
ed to establish their business at Salt Quimichio April 12. In the letter
Socorro county, New Mexico. !ed AriI 12, Jones said the form of
The concern was incorporated to do a government was everywhere present
general cattle and real estate business but the substanee was lacking,
Mark Wright, Sim-- Mere Pretense of Law Enforcement.
by the following:
on Bitterman and J. H. Carpenter, all ."The sacking of a rancu will be reof Denver, Colorado. The capitaliza- ported to the local magistrate," he
tion is given at $10,000 all of which wrote:
"The magistrate will go
has been issued. The par value of through all the form of getting a
the stock is $1 a share.
description of the marauders, file comNotaries Public Appointed.
plaints against them, report it to the
The following "were appointed nota- next, town and go through all the red
?ies PuMic by Governor W. C. Mc:ape but ,.hen u came down to
Donald this morning: W. D. Mayben, nullting the nwn the police would look
Midway, knaves county; iieginaia ai. .eV4,rj paee bllt where the men ar
Young, East Las Vegas, San Miguel likei v to be found."
No Authority to Enforce Laws.
county; Edwin S. Gibbarry, Roswell,
Chaves county; Epifanio Garcia, Bar
Jones, who is a Harvard graduate,
ney, Union county; Carlos Manzana-- wrote trKlt "there is no authority anyres, Parkview, Rio Arriba county; where to enforce the laws."
Andres Sena, Los Alamos, San Miguel
In the Madero revolution about 500
county ; H. L. Cuther, East Las Vegas, of the 20,000 peons on the Hacienda
San Miguel county; A. B. Robertson, Joined the revolutionary forces and
Brnalillo county; A. told of weapons and horses which had
Albuquerque,
A Beeman, Elida, Roosevelt county; been secreted. The revolutionists reMrs. Ada Dale Thomas, Pendleton, turned after one visit to the
place and
San Juan county.
seized the weapons and drove off the
Santa Fe's Official Altitude.
horses. The Hacienda contains
Santa Fe's official altitude is not
acres and is owned by a Los Anfeet as is so often printed and geles syndicate.
told. The U. S. Weather Bureau has
Federal Troops Desert.
just scientifically and officially deterJimenez, Mexico, April 27. Fifty
of
corner
mined that the southwest
Federal troops, under Lieutenant De
the monument in the Plaza has an ele- La Roche comprising the garrison of
vation of C9SG.28 feet in altitude; that the town of Guadalupe y Calvo, have
the cornerstone of the Capital City joined the rebel cause and will join
Bank is at an elevation of 6,984.54 the forces at Parral tomorrow.
above sea level and that the coping
General Salazar with the last train-loaat the top of the three story building
of troops will leave for Escalon
feet. Of course, the de- this
ia 7034.14
from which point he wi'il
evening,
cline from the Plaza to the river is direct the campaign south. In the
very rapid. Any elevation from 5,000 face of the concentration at Escalon,
to more than 12,000 feet is within the Federals have drawn in their outless than twenty miles of Santa Fe.
posts to Bermijillo.. It seems evidThe Governor Still Has the Power. ent that they prefer to act on the deThere is a section of New Mexico fensive, which probably will delay a
that stands in urgent need of a notary decisive engagement for a week or
inpublic as the following application
ten days.
dicates:
Americans Reported Safe.
New Mexico, April 20, 1912.
Washington, D. C, April 27. ReHon. W. C. McDonald, Santa Fe, New
assuring advices received today at
Mexico.
State Department from Mexican
the
be
to
appointDear Sir I would like
Americans in Los Merchis
county, points, that
ed notary public of
and Esperanza, Sonora, where serious
N. M., if you still have the power of
conditions were
several days
appointing notaries public. If not will ago, are said to reported
be safe. It is from
apme
the
to
get
you please help
this
that Americans will be
pointment as our notary public has taken point
aboard by the army transport
Inoved away and it is 50 miles to the
i'l
nearest notary. We are very much in Buford.
The Yaqui Indians are reported to
need of that office here and oblige,
have quieted down. Tranquil condiYours truly,
tions are also said exist at Saltillo,
Coahulia, Lluvis de Oro in Durango.
Delegates Appointed.
Only rumors have come" to the
The following were appointed delegates this morning by Governor Mc- State Department that great Britain
Donald to represent New Mexico at would send a warship to the western
the Convention of the Associated coast of Mexico,
Advertising Clubs of America to be
held in Dallas, Texas, May 19 to 23: SENATOR LA FOLLETTE AD- DRESSES STUDENTS.
C. C. Tannehill, Roswell; F. E. Lester, Las Cruces; Thomas J. Nay lor,
Reiterated Statement That He
Albuquerque; J. S. Harris, Santa Fe; Senator
Would
Get Republican NomPaz
Valverde,
J. R. Joyce, Carlsbad;
ination.
Clayton; Willard Holt, Deming. The
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
delegates will make a thousand mile
Los Angeles, Calif., April 27. Sentour of the State of Texas and recep- ator LaFolIette
opened the second day
five
in
be
will
tions for them
given
of his southern California tour today
oi the large cities of that state. In with an address before the men law
appointing the delegates Governor Mc- students of the University of SouthDonald remarked that this would be ern California. Mrs. LaFolIette
an excellent opportunity for instruc- before the women students cf the spoke
same
tion along the line of towaverti-sin- department. Senator LaFolIette reitand commercial methods.
erated a statement made in his audiThe Agua Fria Road.
torium speech last night that he
Good
this
The
Roads Commission
would go into the Republican national
afternoon completed work on the convention at Chicago next June, holdAgua Fria road, which is part of EI ing the balance of power, and that unCamino Real between Albuquerque less Taft or Roosevelt was nominated
on the first ballot, the nomination cer(Continued on Page Four.)
tainly would fall to him.
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In the federal court today before 1' Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., April 27.
Judge W. H. Pope, the case ot the
Vnited States vs. the Denver & Rio The United States Army transport
Grande Railroad Company was tried, Buford, which received orders from
The company is charged with violat- - Washington yesterday to sail to ports
ing the federal hours of service of act. on the west coast of Mexico and take
aboard American refugees, will leave
District Court.
Judge E. C. Abbott, of the district ')ort nere Monday noon. This date
court, sitting in chambers, yesterday vas decided upon by army officials
John Galovichi of Madrid to dav 38 tne earliest possible moment
pay a fine of SlOfl for selling limior at winch the ship could be put m
without a license. Galovichi was ar- readiness.
The Buford was sent to dry dock toraigned some days ago and plead not
guilty. Later the plea was changed day (ind the work of fitting the transto guilty and sentence followed.
port for the voyage Is being rushed by
ap emergency crew of mechanicians.
Moving Bodies From Fort Wingate.
Today bids were opened in the quarCaptain Frank E. Healey will be in
termaster's office of the U. S. army at command and the ship will carry a
Chicago for the removal of the buried lull quota of doctors and nurses. It
soldiers at Fort Wingate, McKinley has been decided to take a number
county, to the National Cemetery at of women nurses, if this plan is sanc- Santa Fe. The Fort Wingate reserva- - ti0ned by Washington, on account of
tion is soon to be placed on the mar- - the certainty that a large number of
ket and the land sold to the highest :tne refugees are women and children.
bidder.
Americans Repulsed Bandits.
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He Is Serving Life Sentence For President Will Pick Up Colonel's Such Things As Trust Controlled Investigation Brings Out Record Legislative Committee Makes
Murder of Conductor
New England Trail Next
Rounds and Incidentally Is
Newspapers Are Said
of Tragedy Written
Curtis.
to Exist.
MondayEntertained

-
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PRICE STILL

no.

27. I1U2.

Governor McDonald today entered two denials. Both are
emphatic. One is that the following from the Harmon National headquarters at the
House, Washington, D. C,
dated April 23, is absolutely
Talse, the Governor not having
been in Albuquerque on that
date and having emphatically
refused to take part in the
meeting:
"Advices today to the Harmon headquarters in this city
from Colonel J. G. Albright of
Albuquerque, N. M., tell of the
organization in that city of the
Judson Harmon Club with more
than three hundred members.
A statewide movement has been
started in the interests of the
Ohio governor, and clubs are
being formed in Santa Fe, Roswell, and Deming. At the Albuquerque
meeting, Governor
W. C. McDonald, of New Mexico, was present and delivered
an enthusiastic address, predicting a Democratic victory
in that stale next November.
Colonel Albright declared
he
was convinced that New Mexico's eight delegates to the Baltimore convention
would be
pledged for Governor Harmon."
Eb-bi-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
2". With
Boston,
Mass., April
speeches scheduled in six large cities
in Massachusetts, this promised to be
Va day of activity for Colonel Roose- veil. His first address after leaving
Boston was to be a rear platform
speech at Quincy. Brockton. Middle-lioro- ,
Taunton. New Bedford, and Fall
River, also were on the list for
siieeches. The closing rally of the
day will take place tonight at the
Boston arena where it is believed
Colonel Roosevelt will reply to the
charges delivered from the same
N

j
j

platform

by

President Taft

on Thurs-

day night. Leaders of the Roosevelt
campaign in this state had arranged
rallies in more than a score of cities
and towns with several
prominent
leaders included in the list to give addresses to the voters.
The cheers for Roosevelt in the
South S'.dtion had scarcely died away
when they were renewed by the advent of Governor Wilson from the
rally here last night for additional
sieeches today in Worcester, Springfield and Holyoke.
At the Toft headquarters, arrangements were perfected for the second
visit of the President on Monday
when he will take up the Roosevelt
trail through Bistol, Plymouth, Es
sex and .Middlesex counties.
A statement issued by the support
Elmer Price Not Released.
says he
In August, 1907, Elmer Price, was ers of Senator LaFolIette
sentenced from Roosevelt county to would poll 20,000 in the preferential
serve a life sentence in the peniten- primaries on Tuesday.
At the Clark headquarters, it was
tiary for killing of Conductor Curtis
on a train. Since then determined said Former Senator Towne, of New
of
efforts have been made to secure the'York Governor elect Robinson
Fred
and
Arkansas,
A
or
of
commutation
Price.
pardon
that has gained circulation that: Bois of Idaho, would speak in several
Governor McDonald had pardoned and Boston wards, as well as at Brockton
released Price is untrue. Price is;nd Chelsea tonight. Copies of the
still in the penitentiary. The report, "Houn" Dawg" song are being given
perhaps, grew out of the conditional wide distribution,
parole of Madison H. Price, sentenced
in June, 1910, from Lii.'-olcounty for
two to three years for
,r.jury, the
CLAIM
parole being dated March 27.
j
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WILL

SKIRTS WILL CONTINUE
ON STRAIGHT

TITANIC

LINES.

Ladies Clothiers Meet at Toledo and
Fixed Styles for Autumn
Season.

DEAD

Bereaved Friends Gather at
Halifax Where Bodies
Will be Landed

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Toledo, Ohio, April 27. Styles for
autumn were adopted here today by
the National Cloak, Suit and Skirt
THERE
Manufacturers' Association.
About UNGUHKED JURIED
100 manufacturers were in attendance.!
The following are the styles:
of Unidentified
Suit jackets will show a gradual Full Description
Will be Published
rather than a radical increase in
length, finger tip length (approximateWidespread
the
ly 32
inches)
predominating;
lengths to be based on the varying
(By Special Leased Wire ta New Mexican)
heights of women.
Docu27.
Halifax, N. S., April
Skirts will continue on straight lines
verdicts of "accidental
the slightly raised waist line with the ments giving
were prepared here today in
inner betting will continue in favor. death"
for the coroner's
jury,
readiness
Separate coats will be full length which will inspect the bodies of the
and cut on straight lines. Some mates dead now on tneir way nere
rials will be made in perfectly loose Titanic
on board the cable ship
with
or
without belt and others
shapes
The names of the drowned will
will be made in more shapely effects.
be filled in later, in cases where
The feature of separate coats will connames can be ascertained.
sist of set-isleeves, deep arm holes,
Stone cutters were set at work toshoulders
and
sloping
high buttoning
day inscribing a number of headstones
effects.
which will mark the graves of those
or unclaimed,
unidentified
bodies
CIVIL WAR AGAIN BREAKS
which will be buried in Halifax cemeOUT IN PARAGUAY.
tery.
Only Friends May See Dead.
Revolutionists
Ships That Attacked
No further news regarding the posiAre Compelled to Retire
tion of the cable ship was received
Disabled.
here this morning. The latest infor(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
mation is that she will arrive either
Buenos Ayres, Argentine, April 27.
or Monday mornCivil war has again broken out in later Sunday night
The White Star Line officials
ing.
Paraguay.
Telegrams from Asuncio'n
in their refusal to admit to the
today state that four government war- persist
dock any persons besides frtends and
the revolutionists relatives of the dead.
ships bombarded
who are commanded by former PresiMore than one hundred of the bedent Jara, at Villa Encarnacion, 175
reaved are already here from various
miles southeast of Asuncion. The fire
parts of the United States. Arrangereturned by the revolutionists was so ments
will be made with the express
well directed that the warships were
companies to permit of the shipments
compelled to retire in a damaged con- of the bodies immediately after their
dition.
identity has been established to all
parts of Canada and the United States.
POWERS WILL ASK ITALY
All the formalities in connection with
TO OPEN DARDANELLES.
the crossing of the line will be waived.
Leased
to
New
vrire
Special
Mexican
(By
To Advertise Unclaimed Dead.
Vienna, April 27. The closing of
of the unclaimA full description
the Dardanelles is causing such costly ed bodies will be taken and forwarded
interference with international ship- to the New York offices of the White
ping that the Neufrie Presse under- Star Line. It is the intention of the
stands the powers have decided upon company to publish them in papers
a joint effort to induce Italy to abstain
throughout the United States and Canfrom active operations in the Aegean ada. If a
body is claimed after burial,
sea, and restrict the Turko-Italiawar the mayor of Halifax has promised
to Tripolitania.
that there will be no difficulty in getting it exhumed and shipped to relaFIFTY MILE GALE SWEEPS
tives.
OVER LAKE SUPERIOR.
Inspection of Bodies at Morgue.
Extraordinary precautions have been
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) taken to guard the dock at which the
Sault Ste Maria, Mich., April 27. A Mackay-Bennewill tie up. The coffifty mile gale accompanied by snow fins which contain the bodies will not
and freezing temperature swept Lake be opened until they reach the city
Superior last night and considerable morgue. There they will be placed in
anxiety is felt for the safety of steam- charge of a local undertaker and full
ers that passed up yesterday.
The opportunity will be given, .to those
gale has driven much ice down, filling
the passage above the Soo canal.
Continued tin Pake Faur.
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Floor Leader V. H. II. Llewellyn
0. 17,
Washington, D. C, April 27. Two skillfully steered House Bill
Senate.
.ueuicai inn, uaseti on tne Texas
steamers and a scnoorer were oniy a,
N
Not in session, meets Mon- short distance away from the Titanic: law and the Massachusetts statute,
day 2 p. ;n.
she sank, according to the testi-- ! lowing what is called "medical lih- con- Titanic
S
investigation
mony of Captain James II. Moore, of erty," between the Scylia of those
H. V the Mount Temple today before the who would throw down the bars
tinned;
Captain James
.Moore of steamer Mount Tern- committee investigating the tirely and the charybdis of those who
pie testifying of his efforts to V
tragedy. Ice was the barrier that held would nail them up high. Represen-bacreach Titanic.
V,
watched
vessels hurrying to the rescue tative Catron
the
N
House.
and
V
technical
the Mount Temple did not arrive! gal
points and
Met at 10:;;o a. m.
v at the
un-j helped put the bill in proper
form in
spot where the Titanic sank
Resumed
consideration
of
tii two hours after she had gone down, the committee of the whole, which
postoffiee appropriations bill.
arose and reported the measure witu
Three Ships Near Titanic.
u.
Representative Langley re- i.;. i. 01- w t td..
x"' uuu"
i nl fVfC ,t ml
"dlLU
.
Toml.lo
The
(llul
"Uiint
V plied to Representative Canni- - v'
red it printed with the amend
bell's attack on Colonel Roose- - V Titanic calls for help. Captain Moone ments
prior to final passage next
his VieL- thic
veil.
.1. lw,i:ir tl...
S said, and immediately he turned Hnuli,t
the
course
toward
l"J
crjppled
ship's
the bill is to ,s limited
n l,,"eu an.
.
Ins
er.
On
way
Money Trust Investigation.
ullJfio 1'iiuieu jes- Of
a
H.m
o, a !cuoui.ei
I). C, April 27
tor(ay U)ok ,he M up to section ll.
Washington,
As
was inserted in Section
the first step in the money trust in'
from that direction. When day broke L.
jl- ,
moved
to substitute
iation
vestigation the committee on bank- to disclose a
ot
field
ahead,
ice
great
ing and currency
announced
sn"
today the .Mount Temple discovered a tramp
,
,,., v,,'.. iiit uu
cti
that it had sent to more than 30.000 steamer close by. The identity of . a
examiners
the
right to refuse certiiicates to an- banks a request for detailed informs-- neither schooner nor tramp was fixed.
plicants for certain causes.
This,
tion on all phases of their business
Captain Moore read a long list of amendment as well us
several other
and their relations with other iustitu-- j messages from the Titanic intercepted
tions. The committee lias embraced by the M'uint Temple's operator. It eiuai ctianges were adopted.
In section 12. the woid "shall" was
and savings was virtually a complete record of the
national, state, private
substituted tor may" directing
;also
hanks in its inquiry, as well as loan wireless appeals sent out by the
jthe district judge to revoke any !
and trust companies. Reports are doomed vessel.
"
upon proof of violation of the
asked for showing conditions at close When the Titanic's Wireless Ceased, law. The
words "and for violation of
of business April 30.
"At. 1:10 the Titanic was still call-- the ethics of the American
Medical
Direct Election of Senators.
ing 'C. Q. D. " said Captain Moore. Association." were also iimprtmi ;
"At
the
and
1:20
raised
it
Section 12.
Olympic
Washington, U. C, April 27 The
Going
Section 1:1 was adopted as printed.
House will not act in the constitu-- i said 'Get your boats ready.
Frank- Verbal changes were
made in Section
tional amendment for direct election down fast by the head.' The
furt replied at 1:35 'Starting for you.' 11 by Catron, so that a violation mav
oF senators until the post office appro-Six minutes later the Titanic Hashed he punished with fine or
imprisonment
priatiou bill has been disposed of. C.
or by both. House moved to trik
Q. D., boilers Hooded.'
Chairman Rucker of the elections
"and each day of such violation
"A message from D. F. F. then
committee said today he had intended
shall constitute a. separate offense."
to ask for immediate agreement with lowed, 'Are there any boats around
was no answer. After an argument against the amend- the Senat" on the direct election reso- - you a lready?' There
then
"Other
began
calling but merit by Catron, House withdrew his
ships
lution, but that at the request of memanswer. Later the Birma amendment.
bers who desired to speak on the sub-- could get no
Sections 15 and 10 were adopted as
raised the Olympic and reported, 'AH
jeet. had decided to withhold action
now. Titanic has not spoken read.
quiet
until next week.
Rogers opposed Section 17, which he
since 1:47.'
Fall and Catron File Expenses.
"Are You Still There?" "No Answer." said laid down all the bars, and would
"The Carpathia at 1:20 sent, tlie mes-- J permit the most selfish, superstitious
Senators Fall and Catron have filed
d
ignorant to levy toll on the inno-intheir campaign expense statements sage 'Are you still there? We are
ce,lt Public. He said he would offer
rockets.' "
with the secretary of state.
"Lid you f.ee those rockets?" inter- - a" amendment that would tolerate
Senator Fall says he expended $701
e,'y religions claim, every school of
Senator Smith.
for hotel expenses while entertaining
"I saw no rockets at all that night, Practice, every belief, but that would
friends at Santa Fe.
Ht tne same time
protect the people
Senator Catron's expenses show that I thought of sending up rockets my-not do so because I fear-- ; "sainst contagious disease and against
he gave Solomon Luna $500 n: treas- self, but did
divert other ships hur-- :
"'"Peieney. His amendment was:
urer of the Republican state commit- ed that it might
"Provided, no charge shall be made.
to the Titanic."
rying
tee, and $750 to Celso Lopez, treas"or compensation, reward, gratuity,
Titanic Gave Wrong Position.
urer of the Santa Fe committee.
The witness said the Titanic un-- K'lf or thing of value be given or
National Park for Elephant Butte
had not fixed her position l,'ived, either directly or indirectly,
Senator Fall, of New Mexico, will properly. He said she must have been for treating of mental or physical
miles further east than the spot ,!i,'nts- ""'ess the practitioner passes
shortly introduce a bill in the senate
Ulc '"edical examination as in
to create a National park and game reported.
this act
Provided."
Tiof
dam.
Second
Officer
Butte
the
preserve at Elephant
Lightoller
Chrisman
moved
to table the
tanic was recalled and testified that.
Bills From New States.
making an address in
Bills havebeen introduced in the the man who claimed to be Louis
of the Titanic's crew and who;01',1'1 n's motion, until the presiding
senate as follows: By Senator Mark
S.nith to appropriate $150,000 for a disappeared after being brought here 0,,i''('r n'lp(J fl'at a motion to table is
site and erection of a public building from Cleveland was not Klein. The;1'01 ('"a'ble.
no amendment, was tabled.
real Klein was drowned, Lightoller
at N'ogales. Ariz.
Section IN, the last section was
said.
Annex for Soldiers.
adopted as read.
Mount Temple Spoke Carpathia.
By Senator Catron for erection of a
The committee adopted the bill as
testiMoore
his
Captain
continuing
public building at Raton, N. M., to
amended, rose and reported to the
cost $1SO,000; also providing that an mony said his observation taken Mon House its
action. The report was
annex to all the national homes for day indicated that, the Titanic's posi-- i
adopted.
50 min.
was
tion
90
sec.
probably
disabled volunteer soldiers be esta-- !
On motion of
Catron, the bill was
biished in Ten Mile gap between the west.
of the amended so as to have it go into effect
no
"The
evidence
that
fact
N.
Franklin
M.,
aid
mountains,
Organ
"d,s aIler tne adjournment of
wreck was found when the Titanic's I"
in section
25 south,
21, township
The bill was ordered
was reached tends to confirm ' , legislature.
position
range 3 east, New Mexico meridian, the
"'LLU "1Tn amendments.
of Wireless
Operator
testimony
about 28 miles north of El Paso, Tex., Burrant of
Ihe House nrlioi
the Mount Temple."
Monday
Campbell Taken to Task.
"Your idea was the the ship was afternoon at two o'clock.
Washington, I). C, April 27. Pre- eight miles east of the position she
Inspection of Penitentiary.
The House Committee
sidential politics again held the attenappointed by
gave?" said the Senator.
tion of the House today. RepresentaSpeaker Baca to visit the state neni- "Yes, sir," said Captain Moore.
of
to
tive Langley
Kentucky, a RepubliLater I sighted the Carpathia on tentiary
report on its needs and de-can, took Representative Campbell of the other side of the ice field where sirea improvements, today performed
that part of its duty relating to visitKansas, Republican, to task for his re- she picked the Titanic's boats up.
cent attack on Colonel Roosevelt.
It was royally
Captain Moore said he heard from ing the institution.
"I do not think it proper for gentlethe Carpathia at 8:"0 Monday morn- - entertained at dinner and was shown
men who may have gotten the worst ing, that she had picked up the Titan- - every nook, corner and
cranny of the
of it on the stump or in the newspaper ic's boats and that Titanic had sunk, crowded institution and its
interesting
to come into the House and air their
as
well
as its sordid features. The
Other Ships Sighted.
grievances," said Mr. Langley.
"I'p to that time I had not given up committee consists of Representatives
The Kentuckian a little later de- hope of sighting the Titanic." said Miguel Baca, W. K. Blanchard, J. W.
clared that if the Republican leaders Captain Moore. "I had been straining Campbeil, K. H. Boulware and' O. T.
'
continued to fight each other a Dem- around in the ice all night. After I Toombs.
ocratic victor in November might be got the news I stayed around until
McManus Complimented.
The House Committee that inspectexpected. The postoffice appropria- !j o'clock and then steamed on my
course."
ed the Penitentiary
tion bill was under consideration.
its
completed
"Were there any other vessels in work early in the
"Harvester Trust" Again.
afternoon and com- at
the
where
is
Titanic
the
sight
point
plimented Warden McManus upon the
Representative Barnhart of Indiana,
excellent condition of the penal instiDemocrat, speaking on his amend- supposed to have gone down?"
"We saw a tramp steamer and at
ment to the postal laws to require the
tution, the apparent discipline and
names of owners, stockholders
and o'clock Monday morning we sighted good sanitation.
It will recommend a
the Birma. We also sighted the Cali- women's cell
publishers of newspapers to be printhouse, a new dining
fornia
but
the
ice
was
between
us."
ed daily, contended there were many
room. Kitchen, baths, and other much
rumors that the International Har- Messages Picked Up By Mount Tem- needed improvements.
ple.
vester Company controlled certain
Sumner County Bill.
Captain Moore read further from
New York papers and that he "knew
The Ways and Means Committee
the
report.
it controlled a certain Chicago paper.
wrestled with the Sumner County bill
Among the messages picked up by
"I don't think the gentleman knows
Burrant and communicated to Captai.i all forenoon and again this afternoon.
that,"
interrupted
Representative Moore were: "1:10 a. m. Birma The passage of the bill through the
Mann.
thinks sbe hears Titanic and sends, committee and the House for the
ist Organ.
Charged Tribun
We are coming to you. Only fifty present seems doubtful.
"Do not the Mc3
Medical Bill Hearing.
cics control the miles
away. Hope you are safe.'
The Senate Committee on State afChicago Tribune?" asked Mr. Banhart.
"2:00 a. m. Carpathia calls Titanic.
"Not the same McCormicks who All
fairs which had announced a public
quirt.
are in the International Harvester
'"i:05 a. m. Birma and Frankfurt hearing on Senate Bill No. 44, the
Medical bill, for yesterday afternoon,
Company," said Mr. Mann.
working.
"Are they not the same family?"
lacked a quorum when the time came
"I!:20 a. m. We (Mount
Temple)
asked Mr. Banhart.
back out of the ice. Large bergs all for a hearing. No one appeared for
or against the measure, however.
"No, not even the same family," around.
s"iid Mr. Mann.
"3:25 a. m. California calls 'C. L. A public hearing is announced for next
"My information has been that the Q.' I answer and give her Titanic's Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
same family that are the principal position. She had it before.
Competent Interpreters.
"3:40 a. m. California now working
stockholders in the International Har- In Octaviano Perea and D. A. Ortega, the House possesses two espe(Continued on Page i.)
(Continued on Page Four.)
cially well Qualified interpreters.
.Special
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The Little Store Baby's

HiS ECZEMA GONE

PERSONAL MENTION
.m

J

CURED

THE ROSE.

Every woman's heart responds to ,By Ruth L. Skeen of Artesia,
the cfcarm and sweetness of a baby's
Life is a rose, Sweet,
voice, because nature intended her for piuci; it and wear it,
motherhood.
But even the loving
if the thorns wound thee
nature of a mother shrinks from tha smile thou and bear it;
ordeal because such a time is usually
Fragile its beauty,
a period of suffering and danger.
Short lived its power,
Women who use Mother's Friend are j It will be faded,
saved much discomfort and suffering,
Dear, in an hour.
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are ' Fragrant and beautiful,
In a healthy condition to meet tha
Warmth is a part of it,
time with the least possible suffering
Clasp not too closely
and danger. Mother's Friend is
A worm at the heert of it
for the relief and
recommended

Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

INT
CASH

ALL

Santa Fe. Telephone No.
WE

PURCHASES.

TICKETS

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

40.

REGISTER

GIVE

AIFaLFA

FOOD.

STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

i;

45

fs

IS IT?rCU

r?S
LEU
f

Phone Black

Phone Black

IICKII

45

ljQl(H?
JJfLftgttW

I
'

.,t

-

R. J. CRICHTON

"

I

COinkL

Dawson,

Yankee,

PHONE, RED

100- -

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

m

"

-

Near Union Depot.

333 HICKOX STREET,

-

-

y

SAWED WOOD

"Tedar,

o

-

n

All Parts of The World
3 VP MfiflPV an ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wefls
OaiC
illUllWj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

ii c

orU

vauaua,

and all Foreign
Countries

Ma?

ihwaiwu

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

ii

j j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

-

ave-hav- e

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN

-

0

LIVERY CO.,

-

FIRST-CLAS-

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

n

hav-man- y

Also

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

First-Clas- s

I noticed a breakins-ou- t
on his cheeks, from
which a watery substance oozed. A short
time after, his arms, shoulders and breast
broke out also, and in a
few days became a solid
scab. I became alarmed,
and called our family
physician who at once
pronounced the disease
eczema. The little tellow
was under his treatment
for about three months.
By the end of that time,
he seemed no better. I
I
became discouraL'ed.
dropped the doctor's treatment, and commenced the use of Cuticura Soap and Ointment, and in a few days noticed a marked
change. The eruption on his cheeks was
almost healed, and; his shoulders, arms and
breast were decidedly better. When he was
about seven months old, all trace of the
eczema was gone.
"During his teething period, his head and
face were broken out in boils which 1 cured
with Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Surely
he must have been a great sufferer. During
the time of teething "and from the time I
dropped the doctor's treatment, I used the
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment,
nothing else, and when two years old he was
the picture of health.
His complexion
was soft and beautiful, and his head a mi!ss
of silky curls. I had been afraid that he would
never be well, and I feel that I owe a great
deal to the Cuticura Remedies." (Signed)
Sirs. Mary W. Ramsey, 224 E. Jackson St.,
Colorado Springs. Colo., Sept. 24. 1910.
Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere, a liberal sample of each, with
booklet on the skin and hair, will
be sent, post-fre- e,
on application to Potter
Dru? & Ctiem. Corn., n--.a. fH. iw- -

a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

J. R. CREATH,

139

310 San

Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE,

AND

SIGN
PAINTING

auto-plant-

d

Il lVJtU&

I

WOOD WORKER
of

Manufacturer

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
Screen Windows, r: Screen Doors.
SHOW CASES.

GUARANTEED

and Brass

J.

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

SPECIAL

Street

104 Galesteo
Telephone

::

157 W.

New Mexican
bring results.

SANTA FE, N. M

want

ads.

always

FARES

EXCURSION

If It's Hardware, We Have It.
Phone

14.

tery of Santa Fe met this week at El
Rito, Rio Arriba county.
Clinton J. Crandall, Jr., who left
Santa Fe last February to go with his
father and mother to Pierre, South
Dakota, drank of the waters of the
Rio Chiquito and has consequently re
turned to New Mexico. He is with
the Tie and Lumber Company at
Hodges.
"TH EHOLY CITY" WAS
GREAT MUSCIAL SUCCESS.
Local Talent Last Evening Presented
Cantata to Appreciative
Audience.
The cantata or the "Holy City" by
the Santa Fe Choral Society was given
last. night at the Elks' theater before
an appreciative audience. The chorus
work showed hard practice on the
part of each individual member of
the society and was fully appreciated
as was shown by the applause of the
audience.
The soloists did creditable work.
Each rendered his part with effectiveness. Miss Ora Wade and A. J,
Teare did particularly well in their
respective renditions. Miss Jesse Car
roll and Miss Hinojos did exceptionally fine solo work and were applauded
freely by the listeners.
W. C. Wade rendered his part in a
manner creditable to both the society
and himself. Much credit is also due
him in his untireing work as conductor for the society. Miss Hazel Sparks
at the piano and Miss Laura Wood
and Miss Ashton with the violins did
their part with skill and ability.
It is hoped that the society will con
tinue to progress and carry out the
good work they have begun. The best
wishes of the people of the city are
with them.

STENZEL ECZEMA

HID

Skippng the Bad Places.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

S

aM

"jr"

-

IN

4

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

one way via

or SEATTLE,

8

4

2

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May 1,2 and 3. Re
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit Aug. 12, 1912
Aug. 29, 30,
r4

31 ;

LIBERAL

Sept. I,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

STOP-OVE- R

Return limit Oct.

31, 1912.

i

PRIVILEGES

VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

4

2

YOU CAN GET THE

:

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK M. JONES,

CapijlBa26.Bldg'

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,

Palace Ave.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

WOODY'S HACK LINE

EXPRESS LINE.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Phone Black 50166
Leave Orders

at

La Salle Restaurant

Oxford Club Saloon.

CHAS. GANN, Prop!

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

Telephone II.
Two Doora Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at Ail Hours.

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of,
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covered hacks and good
way.
BY
THE WEEK $5.1)0
BOARD
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order 10c a dlsn,
furnished commers'al men to take In
Mew York Chop Suey 50v
the surrounding twins. Wirs Knbudo
Station.

Will clean, press, repair

or

alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments

at EconomyGrocery

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

and

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington

Breakfast Bacon, Best

Grade. 20c. lb.
Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
,
Blueing-- per bottle, 5c.
Four Phones and Five Wagons.

Avenue.

Phone Black 223.

Episcopal Church

General Conference,
Butter, 25c and 35c.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Gents' Custom Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Methodist

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

c

2

:

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
CO.'S
KAUNE &
STORE, PHONE 26.

S. C. White Leghorns, 13 Eggs, $1.00
1.00
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
.40
Fancy Fresh Table Eggs, doz.

125

WHEN

Delivered to your house.

EGGS FOR HATCHING

W.LINDHARDT,

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

A clear white liquid for cleansing,
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischer Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

fitter

8

TO POINTS

'in

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

d

Phone Main

i

-

,

TO

Payable,
Tirovbiut

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop. They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A guarantee to give satisfaction!
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in

"My son was about three weeks old when

'

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

mower field."

the Picture of Health.

only
Love not too fondly,
comfort of expectant mothers; it is in
Tears may not wet it,
no sense a remedy for various ills,
When it is perishing,
but its many years of success, and
Do not regret it.
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
H. F. Robinson, supervisor of irriare a guarantee of the benefit to be
This remedy gation for the Indians, is a guest at
derived from its use.
does not accomplish wonders but sim- the Montezuma.
J. E. Sheridan, state mine inspector,
ply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pro- - is a visitor in Santa Fe from Silver
vents caking of
City. He is at the Palace,
Solomon
the breasts, and
Committeeman
National
In
way
every
a Luna returned to his home in Los
contributes
to
Lunas yesterday afternoon,
strong,
healthy
w R Smythe, good roads engineer,
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold
0 tnr h!s hparinartp,R in
at drug stores.
Write for our free
East Las Vegas last evening.
book for expectant mothers.
Receiver R. H. Sims of the federal
BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Cm
land office at Las Cruces returned
to his home yesterday afternoon.
SIGN BOARDS FIRST
M. A. Ross, the lumberman of AlbuNEED OF HIGHWAYS.
querque, arrived in Santa Fe last eveand is stopping at the MonteW. H. Hahn Vividly Illustrates Loss ning
zuma.
to Travelers Because of Lack
S. B. Davis, Jr., United States atof These.
torney, arrived in Santa Fe from his
Las Vegas and is a guest at
W. H. Hahn who took the new super home in
Palace.
the
intendent of the Santa Fe Gold and
W. D. Murray, the Silver City bankCopper Company to San Pedro from
er, left yesterday afternoon for ChicaAlbuquerque, took a new road across
K..f .......... l l" ....... in tr. Canto
the Tijeras pass, with his aulomo- - ?
in a lew Uaystile, that, it was assured him, was
v- Griffin, superintendent of the
much better than the road usually
traveled. Perhaps it is, but Mr. Hahn!cit-- schools of Clovis, arrived in the
soon got onto other roads that appar--: cit' yesterday afternoon and regis-entllead nowhere. There was dense ,tered at the Palace,
R- R- Larkin, a text book salesman
ignorance about roads in eeneral and
where they Ipd to. bv ueonle who liv- - with headquarters at Las Vegas is a
ed along the roads he was traveling, business visitor in Santa Fe. He is
and he lost many miles, had to cut 8toii"B at the Palace,
across country and do other stunts' Lpe A- Harris, of the forest service,
that would prove very embarrassing arrived in the city from his headquar-tany stranger or tourist not as well ters at Tres Fiems last evening and
posted as Mr. Hahn with the region registered at the Palace,
Forn!er Governor William J. Mills
traversed. The remedy, says Mr.
Hahn, is sign boards which the coun- - was in the city 'esterday afternoon
ty commissioners should nut un. as 'eturning to his home in Las Vegas
provided by the Compiled Laws. He on a late train last evening.
Reed Holloman, the attorney of
warmly commends the Hilton bill
which seeks to remedy this serious Tucumcari, who was a candidate for
defect of New Mexico's road system. district judge, is a visitor in the CapiMr. Hahn states that contracts had tal and a guest at the Palace.
A. Paul Siegel, the attorney of Xara
been let for supplies which indicate
a resumption of work in the mines and visa arrived in Santa Fe ,ast evening
smelter at San Pedro, if the present andl registered at the Palace. He is
high price of copper prevails, although here on new cuny business,
F- - Bformer
Summers,
it is feared that the high price will
probate
cIerk of Bernalillo county, arrived in
immediately lead to
in
from
his home
Albuquer-o- f
and that in turn, to the closing down the caPitaI
last evening and is stopping at
mines like that at San Pedro
where copper cannot be produced for the Palatless than 13 cents a pound.
The Rev. J. H. Heald, superintendent of the New Mexico congregational
DISTILLERS FEAR OVER- missions, arrived in the city from his
PRODUCTION OF WHISKEY. home in Albuquerque last evening and
is stopping at the Montezuma.
So Much Made in Kentucky That Cur- William D. McBee, probate judge of
tailment of Output is
Curry county, arrived in the Capital
from his home in Clovis yesterday afAdvised.
ternoon and is stopping at the Palace.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ' He ls "ere 111 tne interest of a propos- Louisville,
Ky., April 27 Over- - ed new count'.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
production of Kentucky whiskey, sim- ilar to that during the four years from of the Las Vegas Normal School, is a
1890 to 1S93, inclusive, which
was visitor in the city, and will occupy
followed by several years of depres- - tne pulpit of Saint John's Methodist
sion, is feared by local distillers, who Episcopal church on Don Gaspar
agreed that curtailment in the nue in the absence of Rev. Shimer,
is imperative.
The trade has morrow, both morning and evening,
produced about 90,000,000 gallons in Dr- Roberts has filled the pulpits of
the last two years, more than 70,000,- - several of the churches here on vari-00in excess of the demand.
ous occasions and is noted as an able
Distillers say a tremendou simpetus and forceful speaker,
was given the production of
JIr- and
W. H. Hahn of
Kentucky
by the pure food rulings as puerque, and Mrs. Nuding of this city,
to what constitutes real
whiskey, and have arrived from Albuquerque,
increased the capacity of their inS made the trip in Mr. Hahn's
s
in anticipation of a bie demand mobile via Tijeras nass. .San Pedro
The overthrow of Dr. Wiley's conclu-.anthe Estancia valley and that
stons later cut into the consumption without a mishap, despite the bad
of aging whiskey.
Jobbers over all roads over the Sandias. Mr. Hahn
the country, they say, practically have took to San Pedro, the new superin-closebuying anything younger than indent of the mines and smelter of
1910's and when they buy eoods nf the Santa Fe Gold and Coimer Cnni- omer inspection the purchases are al- - VW- - which may resume if the
pres
ent high price of copper is maintained.
together for immediate wants.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray left last evening for Kansas City to attend tonight
PROBABLE SHOWERS CHECKS
GRAIN BUYING FEVER rne performance there of the University of New Mexico singers who will
there present the "Humor of the Hour
4
(By Special Leased wim t
alS t0 be given by tllm at Santa Fe
Chicago, 111., April 27 Probable
Saturday evening of next week. At
showers tonight or Sunday through- ntertalIlment
at Canadian,
out Kansas and Nebraska,
checked
"rsda? evenin so Doctor Gray was
the buying fever today , wheat
fact, however, that
yfterday' even Btanding
hUg
&.
showed rain had no fallen in
audience was immense y pleased with
CaUSed
the ..erSram- Before returning to New
TrTJ l 4hAM iVIPXlCn.
v,
inptnr Crov m.,11 nlc.n
were continued
damaging
reports at Topeka.
from Kansas indicating that no surNoyes Weltmer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
plus yield might be expected to come Jacob Weltmer, who has been at Garfrom the commonwealth as an offset field, Utah, as a
mining engineer, has
to the losses in territory further east accepted a
promotion which has tak- The opening here was
lower en him to the smelter at Miami, Ari- to
up. July started at 112 zona, which will be his residence for
to 113, varying from
lowthe present.
er to
advance and declined.
Assistant District Attorney E. P.
The close was nervous at 113 LS
Davies was in Estancia this week on
for July, a net gain of
legal business.
Steadiness to a degree unusual of
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mount
late developed in the corn trade. ed police was in Estancia on Thursday
There was not much demand, but
Presbytery Meeting The Presby
neither was there much pressure to
sell. July opened 8 off to a shade
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reto 77
and apup at 77
peared inclined to keep within those ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
limits.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
The market afterward hardened a
little with wheat but closed easy at
We, the undersigned, have known P.
77
for July, a shade above last J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and
e
him perfectly honorable in all
night.
Selling on the nart of local soecula- - business transactions and financially
tors had a depressing effect on oats. able to carry out any obligations mad
to
July started unchanged
by his firm.
down at 54
54
and sagged to
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
54
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
Lightness of offerings allowed provisions to continue to advance. Ini- nally, acting directly upon the blood
lower to and mucous surfaces of the system.
tial sales ranged from 2
17
higher with September delivery Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
19.60 to 19.65 for pork; 11.22
to per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
11.25 for lard and 10:65 to 10:67
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
for ribs.
stipation.

you've known

yeaFs

Caldwell Law" Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with 'best in the lawn

Eczema Began When Three Weeks
Old. Arms, Shoulders and Breast
a Solid Scab. Boils Broke Out
During Teething. Used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment, and He Was

j

C

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

N. M.)

,

Always the Leader

For forty
the name

IK

J.

H. BLAIN,

Jr., Proprietor

MAY

IsMlst

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1,8, 15 and 22.

Return Limit, June
H.S.L1TZ,

At.,

15, 1912.

SANTA FE, N.M.

2

SANTA

--

A

FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

L

2

Goods Called for and Delivered.

Cor. Burrow Alley and San Francisco St

New Mexican Want
results every time.

Ads

brlntts
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IN WOMAN'S

lAX

We Have the Most Complete Stock

and Varied Assortment of

All Things Needed

for the

In

Painless P bister.

Guarantee.
FELINES Written
Great new
Anv

Answer

discovery.

TUMOR.LUMPorSORE
on the LIP, FACE or
BODY long is CANCER.

New Source of Revenue Seriously
Discussed in Capital City
Berlin.

For My
Lady's Toilet

to

other Doctor living.
No Knife or Pain-- No
Pay Until Cured.
aj

WILL

. fll"'V'l V

if!

Written by Martin Luther to
Emperor Who Didn't
Read It
GERMANY

BREAST

.11 nun 1 iur tiup
Brriue
in 10 hubjt
u'.u.nj o auian LUTrLirtc
HLnian;i&un&uttrin AMVm and KILLS QUIZKLT
I Will Give $1000
Cure
Fail
ana 1 wiu forfeit SI OOO
if I do not EXCEL any

... 7T7

(By Special le ased Wirj to N" v Mexican)
Luther's
Berlin, April 27. Martin
to
famous letter of explanation
Charles V. saved lo Germany by the
generosity of .1. Pierpont Morgan, Is
to find a place in the Luther hall at
Wittenberg upon a pedestal presented'
by the Emperor. The commission to
make this pedestal has just been given
to the sculptor Paul JucKoff.
It is to:
be of light limestone in late Gothic!
style. Mr. Morgan's
representative'
bought the letter for a tritle more
than $25.iti) at a Leipzig autograph
sale last May, and
the financier
promptly presented it to the German
His reward was the order'
Emperor.
of the Red Eagle, first class, one of
the highest decorations in the gift of
the Emperor. The letter which Emperor William valued so highly was
written by Luther on his return from
r. 2 .
the Diet of Worms in
It describes the proceedings of the diet and
defends the writer's course there.
Charles V. never saw the letter, according to a note written thereon by
that monarch's archivist, setting forth
that nobody had dared show it to the
Emperor.

To

LUMP in WOMAN'S BREAST Is CANCER
and very poisonous.
E
BOOK SENT
FREE. Testimonials of Thousands CURED
after others tailed.
WRITE TO SOME.
Addre
DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY iVoi
AB 747 South Main Street, Los Anfrolcs. CaU
tfiNCLY MAIL this to SOMEONE with CANCER
ANY HARD

ublic Demand

and perish painfully.
Aeroplanes.
Five years ago there were no mailers of aeroplanes in Germany and until two years ago none that had
achieved any real sucess. Today the
great exposition hall in Merlin's Zoological Garden is filled with an exhibit of German Hying machines, German motors and other flying accessories which is hardly
less than astounding. The comparison is emphasized by the presence of the original
biplane with which Orville Wright,
early in September, lilufl, made on the
Teinpelhof Field, south of Berlin, the
first, sucessful flights ever made
in
This biplane, now the
Germany.
property of the German Museum at
Munich, stands beside a Wright machine just made for the German army.
The comparison is striking. The old
machine has two light propellers and
its equipment comprises only the indispensable things. The new military
machine has but one propeller and it
is equipped with wireless telegraph
With its SlMil) horsepower
motor the military Wright weighs but
Royal Yachts.
771) pounds.
The sweeping victory of the Anieri-- ,
One of the exhibits that attracts gencan yachts in the international
eral attention is the Euler biplane in
races at the Kiel regatta last which Prince Henry gained his aviayear is revolutionizing conditions in tor's license. Iieside the Prince's mathe German sonder-c.Iaslleet. Among chine stands the military Euler, the
the yachtsmen who are having new
"aeroplane destroyer.'' L'pon it is
yachts built on the admittedly super- mounted a machine gun, or, rather,
ior lines of the American boats, with a machine gun was mounted upon it
which the American designers beat once. The mounting is still
there, init
the Germon constructors in their own the war department has evidently not
waters, the German imperial family cared to have the gun publicly exis well represented. The Crown hibited.
Prince, the most enterprising sailor of
One monoplane exhibited has three
the family, who had allowed his inand another presents somepropellers,
terest in the sport to wane for a year
new two propellers moved inor two, is having a yacht built in Ham- thing
dependently of each other by two moburg, which will soon be ready for its tors. This would
seem to insure
trial trips. Prince Henry of Prussia,
of a dead motor
the
against
calamity
brother of the Emperor, is again
in midair.
of this year's "Tilly," whose
of
Prince
Frederick
Sigisniund
predecessor was one of the German Prussia exhibits a
racing monoplane
last
year, and Prince which, he proudly declared, "was built
representatives
Eitel Fritz, a younger brother of the
entirely by me, without the assistance
Crown Prince, is also having a yacht of
an engineer or any mechanic.'
built.
Prince Frederick is a millionaire many
A Tax on Cats.
times over, belonging to the "rich"
"The government sees no objection branch of the Hohenzollern family. He
to the introduction of a tax on cats," expects to reach at least 72 miles an
is the serious beginning of a seriously hour with his new machine.
meant ministerial decree just addressA tendency to protect the aviator is
ed to the municipalities
of Greater r.ianifest in most of the new models,
Berlin, which for several years have tht majority of them providing a covbeen anxiously searching for new ered or partially covered seat for the
sources of revenue to meet the con- pilot and his passenger, within which
stantly growing cost of municipal ac- they sit much as one might sit in the
tivities. The Minister of the Interior nose of a great torpedo.
and the Minister of Finance gravely
continue that the cost of cat licenses
H. MeCiowan, 121 S W. 2nd St., Litmust be in proier proportion to the tle Rock, Ark., says, "I suffered with
license tax now imposed on dogs and severe pains across my back and the
that not all the regulations of the lat- kidney action was irregular and very
ter should be copied in any cat-taAfter taking Foley Kidnev
painful.
ordinance, the identification of licen- Pills for a few days the pain left my
sed cats by a collar and tag being par- back and the kidneys became normal.
ticularly impracticable since
many I can gladly recommend Foley Kidney
cats, owing to their habits, would in- Pills for I know they helped me.'
evitably get hanged by their collars For sale by all druggists.
J
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Any Suit in the House
Cut. Fit and Made to
Your Measure
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Value, $45, $40 and $30

NOW $20.
CAPITAL TAILOR
East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank Bldg.

x

The Men Who Shave Themselves are
Invited to Drop In and Inspect Stock
of All the Necessary

3

Better Shoes Our Aim.

Paraphernalia
For A Luxurious Shave
OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE

Shoes to please every
foot that comes to us,
better than can be
found at most stores.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
Lot Mercerized Pongees in all
the latest shades. 25c. values.
Special
1 Lot Scotch Madras.
25c val
ues. Special
1 Lot fine Batistes in a
great
of
select
patterns. 15c.
variety
values. Special
Ladies' Fine Neckwear, 35c and
50c values. Special

1

THE SPICY
YOUNG DRESSER

....

Gents' Silk Hose.

35c values.

Special

FISCHER DRUG CO

Expert Shoe Service.

19c

can find his High Toe
Oxfords and Shoes, or
the newRecedingToes
with low, flat heels.
Every detail of snappy
shoe making honored
to the limit.

THE BUSINESS MAN

CAN FIND HERE
HIS EASY FIT

COMTING, GOOD LOOKING, BROAD-TREAFORTABLE SHOES AND OXFORDS, made
from choice leathers and built to please him by
D,

Second and Last Week
Of Oat G eat

expert makers.

DISCOUNT SALE in our Ladies'
Misses' and Children's

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

Department.

Same Shoe prices you've seen quoted many times, but they
stand for better values here than elsewhere.

Ready-to-We-

The Rexall Store.

w

E'VE a pair of
Oxfords and

ar

Notice

our windows.

THE WHITE HOUSE
CATRON BLOCK.

Agent for the Pictorial Review Patterns.

Qua!

j $chn ffflueger

Price

See
Our
Window
Display

J
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager."
.
r.

fB NEW

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as art given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe

PostofflceT"

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail.
.25
Daily, per week by carrier
Weekiy, six ironths
75
.
Oaily, per month, by carrier
ktr' rer year
65
mall
by
Dally, per montn,
7.00 Wkly. Per quarter
Uaily, per year, by mail

NATIONAL BANK

.... .$3.50

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

1.00

money-transmitti-

2 00

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

56

Valley Ranch, April 27, 1912.
Miss Weber of Chicago who has al-- ,

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

j

ready spent two summers at Valley
There will be the usual Saturday
Ranch is expected to reoch here for night dance at Valley Ranch to which
all guest 8 and friends are cordially
the third summer in a few days.
invited.

ng

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico, it is sent to
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation sayeth thou then, show us the Fath- SANTA FE NOT 7,000 FEET HIGH.
,
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
er?"
fHt MIL! HUUSD
Continued irom Fage One.
When men looked on .Testis they saw
in Him divine love, divine
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
compassion, divine truth, and divine power; and Santa Fe. In ulace of 2S former
F. McKANE. Assistant Cashier.
A.
L.
HUGHES,
CaM No- - 9 for auto "very
but that power was always exerciser! ditch crossings there are now onlv sev.
at
Confetti
Bi9
the
Battle
tonight
in mercy.
Men looked on Jesus en acequias atid these run throuch'
carnival.
NEWSPAPERMEN "NOT IN FAVOR. before there were 'vorlds, or stars, or Christ and
saw, not merely a well constructed culverts. The road
they
A
8atin hand ba9 was founQ" this
"This is Tiot the place for newspa- angels, or anythlcg, living or inani- Man, but God in His most loving and has been straightened in many places.
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
God was. To this agiws our lovely form.
ON
That the Father and has been properly drained and crown - morning in the capitol building,
permen," Is the impression that some mate.
nave gained because of the disfavor reason, all that we can learn from our- the Son are One, so that the Son per- ed and will in a few weeks pack well Owner can have same by calling at
The the New Mexican and paying fur this
with "which newspapers are looked up- selves, from the "world round us, and fectly represents the Father, Jesus with a hard, smooth surface.
from the planets and stars above us. Christ made
board
of
advertisement.
commissioners,
county
espeon by certain legislators.
the
clear.
That
perfectly
All tell us that there is a God who
Commissioner George Kinsell,
FOR SALE A range. Apply 12S
The Albuquerque Herald has been made them and sustains therrf. Rut Holy Spirit is sent from the Father in cially
took great interest in the work and Galisteo street
name
the
of
Son
the
in
to
dwell
the
in
both
out
Houses as a shame- we cannot of our own power discover
Tjawied
D. & R. G. Bridge Burned. The
hearts of God's children to give them aided it in every possible manner. The
less assassin of rerftit&tJoTis.
more about God. We cannot tell a new and
road construction was inexpensive, Denver and Rio Grande bridge known
Christ
Jesus
life,
spiritual
The Albuquerque Journal has been what He is, or Who He is. We may
plainly asserted. But the mystery of the two weeks' work with grader and as the Red Bridge, near Embudo,
pilloried as "a thief of reputations, a search the rocks and the foundations the Divine liite, whether
manifested in teams costing less than $600. Road burned down yesterday. It spanned a
liar in whom the truth does not of the earth; we may penetrate rite the unity of the
or as it is Supervisor Ricardo Alarid ably co- 75 foot chasm at a height of 75 feet.
dwell."
vast depths of space and bring the seen in the choreh, is
operated in the work.
Passengers are being transferred
unexplained.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
The 'New Mexican has been pointed stars to our feet as it were; we may AH that Jesns Christ revealed of God's
Federal Court Rules.
around the place and the running of
turn our eyes' Inward and examine our- nature or of His life, was first bo much
out as a grafter.
In the order, providing rules for j freight trains has been suspended for
If the other newspapers haven't got selves, and the wonderful bodies we as was neowssary to comfort ;und as- the federal court in this district, hand the present.
ed down by Judge W. H. Pope, are the
"their's as yet, it is because they have possess, and we shall find evidences sure us.
Ladies, for pretty neckwear, cheap,
of God's existence everywhere; but we
Just as the child in his father's following.
to the White House this week.
escaped (he discerning scrutiny of the shall
go
able
be
not
to find Him; for by arms, without knowing the full extent
Any persons possessing the qualifilawmakers.
program at the Elks: "A
Tonight's
no amount, of inward scrutiny,1 or of ot his
COMPANY
MOULTON Even though it might'; weary the scientific search' into the secrets of feels parent's wisdom and strength, cations prescribed by law for admis- Message from the Moon."
and lias no fear because sion to practice law in the courts of
eat
and
Treat
stomach
your
New Mexican's readers, yet because nature can we find God. If there is he trusts
right
his father fully; so it isjtne State of New Mexico or the
at the New State.
several of the legislators' still mis- anything known of God outside the
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
tor us to know all prenie court of the United States, may
necessary
Carrizozo Man Dies of Injuries.
understand the matter of printing the mere tact of His existence, which ;all about God's person, or
be
to
admitted
an
;
or
as
pow-being,
practice
attorney Robert H. LaLande of Carrizozo, died
legislative bills, unintentionally, of nature bears witness to, that knowl- er; we can rest content in the knowl-an-d
counsellor at law and solicitor in of
injuries received when he was
course, for they are all honorable edge must have come through revela- edge of God's love; and in the assur-- chancery in this court
upon taking the
gentlemen, the New Mexican reviews tion.
ante that our "Father is greater than Proper oath of office and paying the struck by a passenger train.
Now it is not reasonable to suppose all and no one is able to
Copper Clad Malleable Ranges at
very briefly the facts.
pluck us out cl, k for such admission and certifi- - GOEBELS.
1. Upon agreement with the print- that the God who made us, was either of His hand
cafe thereof the sum of $1.00.
.
.v.
mmmm
AND
New line of large hats received at
And so, the revelation thnt .Tpbh:
jaiuiocio.
m.,,,,,,,,, U
" "c" 11 Ih nt)l convenient tor an aping committees, on which there are
'
Miss Mugler's.
several publishers and printers, Dem- known to us. And so, we find that ChriRt.
plicant who desires to lw nAmUte
rw
Tularosa Bank to be Reorganized.
the from the very first God granted to iation, because it reveals all that we practice as aa attorney and counsel-meocratic as well as Republican,
revelations of Himself. M first need to klI0w..
lor at law, to be personally
The Citizens' Bank at Tularosa is
New Mexican at the beginning of the
present
a,thougQ n ieaves m
Men much to 'be revealsopen court, he may send his written to be reorganized with $25,000 capital
Now Under the Same Managemen
session printed 2ft0 copies of each
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mi,
were taught more and more of the which never can
r printed application for such admis-nntur- and to be reopened shortly.
be revealed to creit
bill, either in English or Spanish, as
and will of God, as they were.ed beines
s'on to the court. And if with
LOST Three bank books. Finder The
ordered, for $1.70 a page, or not quite
only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
application, he has taken the usni return to this office and receive re- a cent per printed page, one hundred luie to compienena it. At last, when
tUc
world
was
fitted to receive a full!
oath of said office, and is
.
ward
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
in
ten
pound paper, wirestitched,
.
ucau uie vvacson
&
Co
and
revelation of God, God Agency that
dlstnct , of the State of Do not fail to read the change of
!,
point type, sixteen lines to a page and sent perfect
life
the
nnm..
insurant
forth His Son to teach men ies had
iew Mexico, nr hv n inflow
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Qxranonmnr,tvfi- Large Sample Rooms.
an immense amount
spaced as bills in Congress are spaced what He
is. Jesus, being "the .bright
furone
Two
FOR
RENT
so as to permit interlineation and
by
handsomely
I1"'"" men the TITANIC pas" memb" of the bar o th is court, who cished rooms, single or en suite, with
glory and the
thus save the cost of reprinting the ness of God's uersnn
B;
" hv His Perfect
applies to accident shall certify that the
of His
imaee
pplicant is a bath. Address Box Y 2.
amended bill, and on force account
life left neither ronm nor nwti tor msuraD"e, the amount of which was member of the Bar of the
when ordered. Under this agreement,
supreme
"Trapped by Wireless," and "The
million
do!lars
wit The Tra- court of the
! 0Vfr 0D,e
of
the New Mexican furnished some 52,- - further revelation.
"exJ.c? or Squaws Debt of Gratitude."
L" is, there-- velers Insurance Comnanv oV , V .
LUU,t 01 tne united
000 conies of bills in both languages. j
Grant County Republican Commit- which Christ has given; to enter more ford' Here was the most completely States in
'
moTd
Grant
ol
averaging eight pages each or a total
and3
county Republican
transatlantic
liner
in
existd agi
in o
good
Committee met at Silver City
Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c
the total charge was around $n,500, or it is not, to
today to endorse candidates for post- - Short Orders
commanded by a veteran of as a member o'f the Bar of the
suppose that anyone ever!
United
a
of
ffiCSa
cent
about three quarters
th6r fPderal
page. can add
Furnished rooms in connection, tiot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
anything to what He has re-- over forty years experience, which States district court for the district of
2. The printing committee at the vealed.
facts caused mankind to imagine such New Mexico, the
""1!"
of
presiding
can be 222San Francisco Street
In
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop- a catastrophe impossible; yet the ele- - mis court may, by written judge
end of about three weeks, decided to
::
::
di found
Though I have said that Jesus Christ
order,
at
book's.
change the style of printing and ask- made a full and perfect revelation of ments willed otherwise. At eleven rect the clerk to admit such annli
Boston Sends Out Appeal. From
clock at niSllt tne TITANIC was a cant, place his name on the rolL and
ed for bids on "eighty" pound paper. iQod, and one to which it is impossi- 32 lines on a page, short bills to be hie to add, I do not mean that Jesus floaIi"S palace
at half past two, a issue him a certificate, upon payment Boston headquarters an appeal has
gone to all state headquarters of the
delivered in 4S hours and longer bills Christ revealed everything about GodJtomb ot fifteen hundred mortals. An-i- of the usual fees.
Christian Endeavor Societies to pro-- '
a
so that He left nothing more that other object lesson to be long held in
greater period of time.
Federal Cases.
:
:
:
was
tne could be made plain. If you think for rexembrance by thousands who every
The highest bidder
The following cases have been set test .vigorously against the staging of
Johnson-Flynask-the
which
Las
at
for
a moment, you will see that, snrh a year go down to the sea in ships.
Journal,
Albuquerque
Vegas.
fight
hearing in the Federal Court be- Warm Weather is coming. Cooking
fore Judge W. H. Pope;
thing would not be possible. It would
than the New Mexican had charged not be possible for us with our limitWILL CLAIM TITANIC DEAD
April 27 No.. 120, U. S. v D & R by electricity is cheaper than coal.
for the printing on 100 pound paper ed powers of mind to comprehend fulG. Ry. Co.
Sparks can prove it. See him.
AN INOVATION
THE DUPLEX IDEA
and on rush orders. The New Mex- ly all the deep mysteries of God's beM ay 6
(Continued from Page One.)
McGrath After Camblers.
No. 23, U. S. v. Pat H.
ican put in a bid on a sliding scale, ing; to grasp the mystery contained in
Sheriff McGrath of Grant county
A very
Boone, civil; No. 95, l. S. v. Margari- A combination of Life and Accident Insurance.
short bills at a higher price than the words, "the Father hath life in who prove their right to view the to Romero, civil.
has given his deputies orders to break
contract written by the
longer bills. The present contractor Himself," to fathom the depth of that oouies ana make identifications. The
May 8 No. 12 U S v Aniceto Cha up all poker games and other gambRELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PA.,
put in a flat bid of 96 cents a page for wisdom and the greatness of that coroner's jury will make its insjiectiou vez.
ling expedients, to arrest all those enat
the
morgue.
House Bills and 80 cents per page for power which can create and sustain
wherein a person buying a Reliance Life Policy can buy at the same time
May 9 No. 10 U. S. v. Edwards Lu- - gaged in them without fear or favor.
Mackay-BenneSenate bills and was given the con- worlds.
Due Monday.
Mysteries must surround
Ladies Garments made to measure
an Accident Policy fortbiut twenty-fivper cent, less than accident
No. 23 U. S. v Pablo
Cero;
God.
The Bible does not pretend to
wlgSns.
mL
Mackav-Benat cost, the rest of this week, special,
tract.
Halifax, April 27.-- Tne
, uxt
companies can afford to sell them separately.
151
- v- - Lurch
&
riirl
.
them.
nett
not
will
not
Jesus Christ
123 Don Gaspar avenue, East side of
arrive h,
ni t,...
3. The New Mexican offered, that explain
IT IS A FACT I
THIS IS NOT A THEORY
come to reveal them. He did so only according to a wireless
from the MaestTs fcivih'lS' S u- QClem5nl! Capitol.
if the style were still further modified, in so
We will be pleased to go over The Duplex Idea with you.
far as it was necessary
.
- . for ns steamshiu recpivprt wQv
Forget your troubles and go to the
if 00 instead of SO 'pound paper, if 8 to know
"uj. m. ijanae arm Solvit t
somewhat of them.
carnival this evening. Last evening
11
21 Capital
of
were
instead
point type
point
oity
(c'VlI) U' S' v- Pe" of the big show.
General Agents,
What then did Jesus Christ come as follows: "Confirm bodies of Astor
Bank Building,
used, if the style used with satisfac- to
a
SANTA FE,
Ca
and
on board. Due Monday
Straus
Reliance Ins. Co
l&
Kills
Salesman
reveal?
How
can
Himself.
Liquor
His
M.
revelation,
N.
tion and economy by the Constitution- if
52 (civiI) U' S- v- - John
it be only partial, be said to be per- with 189 bodies.- - As 205 bodies have 'w p'V
Carter Smith, aged 30 years , traal Convention were adopted, the New
'
been
liis
it
picked
for
and
up,
fect
the
assumed that 16
Smith & McDowell
veling
complete so complete that
Mexican could save the Legislature
we may never expect any additions were so mutilated that burial at sea1 May 14 Nos- 63 C4 and Go, (civil) quor business, was found dead at the
fifty per cent on the cost, fifty per
was
U.
S.
v.
A.
T. & S. F. Ry. Co.
necessary.
home of his uncle, U. S. Smith, at
two to four years in ,the penicent in time, fifty per cent in trouble thereto from any quarter, nor from
May 15No- 97, (civil) Rayitos H. Tucumcari, death having been caused given
j
Frank D. Millet's Body Found
for stealing two lambs but
and all of the postage. At the be- any being, whether man or angel? The
tentiary
"errera Adm- v- - St- Louis & Rocky by a pistol wound shot.
answer is, Jesus Christ made a per
New York, April 27.- -A
sentence was suspended.
wireless
ginning of the legislature, the , New fect revelation of
the love, the good- message received today by the White
C'; N' 106' (civil) A,fred Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros, Have You Taken the time to inspect'
Mexican, through Senator Walton ofGl'6en V' Town of Las Vesas.
ness, the mercy, the truth, and the Star Line from the cable
bottle beer for saie by Henry ICrick.
fered to mail all of, the bills for $150.
ship Mac- the toilet preparations that the Fisch.-- j
of God. He made a
May 16No- 10. (civil) Geo. H. 'Phone Red 35.
announces that 80 more
er Drug Company have on display, Jo
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of the 219 found at the scene Hunker' Trustee
sufficient, revelation of the
partial,
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season of wind and dust it be-- j
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ed for postage alone, because some nature
Noand being of God. That is to
teen year old Damaso Portillo was ac- hooVes the ladies to care well for the
the Titanic disaster by the Mackay- - sythe:
101, (civil) Geo. H.
of the legislators thought there was
revealed
say, Jesus Christ
to; us
and Alinia, have ueen identi-- i kr' Trilstee v- Crla Wiegand.
cidentally killed at El Paso with a skin. The men here will find the
"graft" in the offer of the New Mex- what we most needed to know of God. fied. Frank D.
More Money is Lost
Millet, the artist who
May 19 No. 114, (civil) Charles 22 caliber rifle, said to' have been in proper items to insure a cool and clean
ican.
It concerns not a child's happiness accompanied Major Butt on his trip O'Conner et al., v. A. T. & S. F. Ry. the hands of Epimenio Prieto, who has shave. See advertisement. You canby retailers who think they
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been arrested on the charge of mur- not miss it cn page three. The RexallJ
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regular
The
school
eight times.
no more than a poor one.
perfectly sure that his father, who tions for the protection of life at sea. Hayden; No. 55, (civil), U. S.. v. C. ford to M. L. C. Woodford. The
They are moving fast and if you are
introduced loves him so
pages was simultaneously
Free-- or
was
nominal.
well, is big enough and The bureau, which took this
Nconsideration
course.
No.
et
U.
to
Bateman,
will
have
80,
act
al;
(civil)
quickinterested, you
action
in each house. The Criminal Code, strong enough to protect him from
v- David Ma
food
Welt
cooked
s
ways
goes
No.
great
U.
because
of
See advertisement.
Nunn;
the
81, (civil)
Titanic
ly.
pointdisaster,
Machine Co.,
Burroughs
of 350 pages, will be simultaneously
Adding
anyone who would hurt him; and wise
v. C. D. Nelson; No. S3, (civil) V. toward good health. Try the New ..Give the Children a chance on the
introduced in both houses. The prin-te- r enough to provide for his wants. With etl out m its resolution that the deH.
W.
are
meals.
State
LONG, Sales Manager.
Tight.
They
this evening at the
of S v. A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co.
need set it up only once, but he such knowledge of his father, the sired reforms were not possible
The White House Sale is still on, carnival. The big ferris wheel is a .. P.O.Box 702, El Paso, Texas
will charge for every time that it is child is perfectly and supremely realization unless all countries with
SHIPS RUSHED TO RID TITANIC. but this is the last week. Pongees, novelty and it is perfectly safe.
printed. That is according to con- - happy, he does not need to know shipping interests
madras, batistes, neckwear, and gents
(Continued from Page one)
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
lies
there
but
is
j more
business,
t 5s just ,hjs kind of a reve
tract, that
silk hose are the special bargains now.
Rooms elegantly furnished "and hav- tence for
lation of God that we want. It was TOGAS DO NOT COST SO MUCH. with
contempt of court but was
opportunity for real economy.
suits.
while
Stock
the price
up
the Frankfurt. Frankfurt also
ing all modern conveniences, includ- released to
This in short, are the facts. There just this kind of a revelation of God
comply with an order of
Gold
- and
Strike
Near
Alamogordo.
electric
steam
Titanic's
heat
gives
light,
position.
ing
court by May' 20.
was nothing underhanded about these that Jesus Christ came to give. The
(Continued From Page One.)
Box Canon baths, in the First National Bank the
in
the
While
a.
m.
blasting
"4:00
now
California
working
Are you watching the advertisetransactions; no imposing on any Bible is one long record of the love
Road near Hight Rolls between Ala- - building. Apply to F. M, Jones. :
with Virginian.
ments of Julias Gerdes? They are
one; no charging all the traffic would ;0f God to man. All through the Old vester trust control the Chicago Tri-of
a
and
Cloudcroft,
ledge
4:25 a. m, California now working mogordo
Something doing every minute at
right to the point end the wise
bear, by the former or the present con Testament God was seeking men and bune. If that is not true, I will not With Birma.
rock was uncovered that assays $243.- - the carnival this evening.
clothes buyer will take time to scan
a
agreebusiness
to
them
but
Him
the
calling
plain
make
tractor,
by
the statement,
prophets.
Ride in E. M. F. car nd be sure to
a. m. Signalled California. 20 gold to the ton. Intense excite"5:10
them carefully.
ment and contract such as would be In the New Testament we see Him
"That certainly is not true," said She wants my position (Mount Tem- ment prevails over the discovery.
get back.
court of the still Beeking men through His Son. Mr. Mann.
in
Sunday night program at the Elks:
any
binding
a
Electric
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe
It's Biograph and at the Elks Sunple.) We are very close together.
"Oil," "When Memory Calls," and "A
lond, and such as can bear the closest "God so loved the world, that He gave
"6:00 a. m. Much jamming in wire- - Laundry brought Into the office will day night "A Sister's Love.";
Another
"Trust"
Newspaper.
scntiny by the public. If that is His only begotten Son' to live and "Well, I happen to know it is true." less instrument.
be redeemed at 10c doz,
It's a Fact that the finest line of Sister's Love." Don't miss this,
graft, then every businessman and die for men. The revelation of God It is also reported that Mr. Perkins,
"6:45 a. m. Carpathia reports twen- at Mora Judge high class toilet preparations pro change.
Sentenced
Murderer
which Jesus Christ gave is what all
every legislator is a grafter.
David J. Leahy at Mora sentenced duced are to be found in Zook's toilet
head of the Harvester trust, owns the ty boat Ioads rescued from Titanic.
mankind longs for. The words that
"7:30 a. m. Baltic sends a service Abel Flores charged with the killing department.
sub-New
York
owns
Mail
and
it
by
'
A LITTLE SERMON ON THE REVE- Philip addressed to our Lord, echo the
s
Editor Indicted for Libeling
message 10 uamornia as follows:, or L.ucas vigit to nneen- to tweniy- MOTHER CRAY'S
cry of humanity, "Lord, show us the terfuge,' declared Mr. Banhart.
LATION OF JESUS CHRIST.
'btana Dy You've been instructed to five years in the penitentiary. Luis
Eugene J. H. Roy of Roy,
SWEET POWDERS
"The
is
and
and
sufficeth
it
us." And
company
Father,
(By the Rev. J. W. Heal.)
Mora county, has been indicted
at
FOR CHILDREN,
The Bible presumes the existence of Christ's answer must be the answer sued bonds and Mr. Perkins holds the an Insnec.tor.
fnr nRqaiiltlnc fl riwpllfnp hrmsp' 'Rmf- - Mora on the charge of libeling tne
God. It does not argue about it, or at for all time: "Have I been so long a majority of the bonds and dictates the , ..7:40 a, m
California get mes- lio Guerin, aged 15. was given eleven
and also on the charge of emtempt to prove it. It opens with the time with you, and yet hast thou not policy of the paper in behalf of the gage, 'No need to stand by as nothing to twelve months In the Reform bezzling funds of the Tyler estate of
Known
He
Me, Philip?
that hath seen Harvester trust and a certain great more can be done.' Carpathia and School at Springer for vagrancy,
the grand words, "In the beginning,
which he is administrator. Hd was in
GOD." That is, "in the beginning," Me, hath seen the Father; and how
candidate for the presidency.' Olympic very busy."
ness and viciouBness; Juan Olano was addition given a ten days' jai sen- -
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Business

Does a General Banking

6. LAUGHLIN, President

H. F.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

I

Established

Incorporated 1903.

1856.
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carry the mos
completestockin

large display of trimmed
hats, patterns, shapes, etc

By

MRS. W.

.'''
'

rices i
!

i
ON ALL

s

imik-shnde-

I

SUMMER SILKS
Large Assortment in a Variety of Striking
Effects, Including

TUB SILKS,
MAXINES,

SILK MULLS, Etc.
35c. and 40c, now

;

X

.

.

.

25 C

j

1

and 40c

5dc;ani'wc.,nowL35

SEffll

.

BROS. COMPANY"

P. 0. Box, 219.

-

Phone 36.

:

!

1

V

Glorieta Battle Field

Counter
argain
peciais.

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY. Come and see our

Wihl

fives and will leave their little son
and daughter there with .Mrs. Rolls
mother. After a couple of weeks post
graduate work in New York, Dr. and
LINDHARDT,;
Mrs. Rolls will sail for London where
the doctor will take several courses
125 Palace Ave.
in the London hospitals, after which
he and Mrs. Roils will visit the principal cities on the continent before cakes for each man !"
returning to Santa. Fe.
"That
overpowering
knell,
Engagement Announced.
The tocsin of the soul the dinner
The announcement of an engagehell",
ment that will be of especial interest was sounded
seven
at hall
past
to Santa Fe people is that of Frank Tuesday evening for the dinner given
What a difference one or two days R. CrandaU of Phoenix, Ariz., and Miss to the first half of the members of the
Mr. House of
of sunshine and one or two days of Sadie Barney Oi Los Angeles.
Representatives. The long
wind make. When the wind blows
CrandaU formerly lived in Santa Fe table was laid for twenty-five- ,
Governthis
a
few gusts
and we have had
and has many friends here who are or McDonald presiding at one end.
week you will hear the old residents sending him the heartiest congratula- Speaker R. L. Baca at the other. Four
saying that they have never seen such tions. At present he is with the in large vases of pink carnations decorat- a late cold spring, and the
ternal revenue service with beadquar-- ; vg the center of the table while the
will tell you that it is such "un- ters in Phoenix.
Miss Harney is the
candles snrenri a oft clow- usual weather why, we've never had niece of Senator Catron and has visit over all and carried out the pink and
anything like this before. I really ed in Santa Fe many times at the white color scheme. Those at the tathink the climate must be changing. Catron home. She is a lovely girl and ble besides Governor McDonald and
You know they say those salt lakes in (the hosts of friends she has made here
Speaker Baca were Representatives
Arizona or somewhere are dryin till, are hoping that the Crandalls will M. C. de Baca, M. B. Baca, W. E.
come
and probably that accounts for it." Or
here to live.
Blanchard, R. H. Botilware, .1. li. Burg,
perhaps they will cheerfully remind
P. R. Carter, J. W. Campbell. J. D.
you, while clinging to their veils that
The Social Calendar.
Casados, ,. W. Chavez, W. H. Chris-ma"this isn't half as bad as the sand
J. .1. Clancy, T. P. Cooney, C.
Xext week's social calendar seems
storms in Albuquerque or the wind to be full of
.1. T. Evans, H. M. Gage, R.
P.
Downs,
The
pleasant happenings.
that blows down brick walls in the invitations for
several dinners
and Garcia, A. S. Goodell, T. A. Gurule, C.
Pecos valley." And the next morning
afternoons have been sent out which x- Hilton, J. L. House, T. Iabadie, W.
when it is really a perfect spring day
of being "some'" events, H- H- Llewellyn, and Adjutant General
give
and the wind has quieted down to a And promise
if you are not invited to those Brookes.
zephyr, these same people will ask: there are still two
Those who awaited their turn until
evenings at the
"Isn't it a lovely morning? Yes, Santa Elks' theater to which
the
is the third dinner, Friday night, said
public
Fe has an ideal climate the year most cordially invited. The first is that their
expectations were more than
round." And if the stranger is dis- the clever show
"The
realized, in spite of the wonderful
creet he will smile and agree for he w hich the Ferris Hartman Campus" in fully
Company oi stories that had gone abroad of the
knows that every town in the coun- Los
Angeles are the stars. The play good times at the other two dinners.!
try has "unusual weather.'' Why is full of genuine college life and hu-- (Sovernor McDonald has the knack of
there are more "unusual" cloudy days mor which has
been taken harmonizing all factions and everyone
in "sunny
California"
than wind from real events probably
on the campus in forgot political differences under the
storms in New .Mexico.
.Mr. and Mrs. Waiter De- - 'spell of 'his genial welcome.
Stanford.
The soft:
And now since we've talked about Leon were both
students in Stanford Spanish music formed a quaint and
the weather, we can go on to society. in 1910. They have written the
play, enjoyable accompaniment to the din-staged it. managed it nml nHivo.l (h tier. The beantv nf the red and white
Miss Washburn of Oklahoma, is the nrincipal roles themselves.
Wait tin- - decorations, carried out in red car- til you have seen it and you will be nations, red candles and red and white
Mrs. E. C. Abbott on Oerrillos road. saying "Oh, My
mints, added much to the pleasure and
Elbow," too.
v
9
g'ayety of the evening. Governor Mc-- i
Mrs. E. McQueen Gray of AlbuquerDonald's guests were Speaker R. L. ?
The Clubs.
que, is spending a week as the guest
The Mothers- Club met at the High Baca and Representatives It. Lopez, K
of Judge and .Mrs. William H. Pope School
building at four o'clock Mon- J. P. Lucero, M. P. Manzanares, D. Mo-on Palace avenue.
Miss McGibbon gave Gillivray, P. Moreno, J. W. Mullens,
day afternoon.
a splendid paper on "Physical
W. W. Nichols, '.. Padilla, F. Quintana,
CulMrs. W. H. Goebel has returned from ture." The advantage of
a W. E. Rogers, B. Sanchez, J. R. Skid- having
a two months visit in the east. The gymnasium and a director was then more. u. i. ooniDS, u. w .
Tripp, J.
Goebels have moved, from the house discussed and Prof. .1. A. Wood took Trujillo, G. H. Tucker, J. V. Tully, A.
they occupied on Galisteo road to 121 the members to the old hospital build D. Vargas, J. A. Young, C. C. Catron,
Don Caspar avenue.
ing to point out the feasibility of put-- i M- Cordova and Nathan Jaffa
ting in gymnasium apparatus there.
The dinner and Spanish supper giv
The Saturday Card Club will be the
(Continued on Page S.)
en bv the ladies of the finarlalnnp ltnr.' guests of Mrs. J. G. Schumann.
ish last Wednesday was a great sucThe Scribblers met with Mrs. John
cess and no doubt the large number e Mayes on Friday afternoon at five
dollars the ladies took in will go far o'clock. Fiction was the topic of dis-- j
toward completing the new parish cussion ior ine aiternoon. .Mrs. w. (J.
house.
Hoover is a recently elected Scribbler.
0
The Thirteen Club met with Mrs.J
Doilies, Center Pieces,
The May dance at the Public Li' Grimshaw at her home on Don
Caspar
brary, the first of a series of monthly-dance- avenue this afternoon.
Towels, Dresses,
to be given under the auspices
The Fifteen Club met yesterday afof the Woman's Board of Trade this ternoon at the residence of Mrs.
and Sets.
summer, will take place on Thursday Hanna.
Mrs. Asplund presided. The
evening of next week. Good music next meeting will be held with Mrs.
and refreshments.
Palen, Mrs. Boyle in the chair.
A.
The Wallace Club was entertained
of Plaza.
Southeast
Junior Endeavor Party.
by Miss Abrahamson at the home of
Mrs. .John W. Mayes entertained the Mrs. F. C. Wilson on Buena Vista
Junior Endeavor of the Presbyterian Heights this afternoon.
The roll call
cnurcn tnis aiternoon. There were was answered with quotations, and a
twenty or more children present and reading from "Egypt and Its Monu
they had a great good time playing ments" followed by Miss Abrahamson,
sanies and eating the goodies Mrs. and a magazine article by Mrs. Wheel-on- .
Mayes had provided.
Besides the members of the Wal
May 1st.
lace Club Miss Abrahamson's guests
Mrs. William Bayard Cutting, Miss were Mrs. R. S. Gilbert, Miss March
Olivia Cutting, Bronson M. Cutting and Miss Grygla.
and Dr. Frederick A. Bishop left in a
The Humor of the Hour.
private car for Xew York last WednesSaturday
evening brings the Uni
day. Mr. Cutting and Dr. Bishop will
versity of New Mexico Entertainers
AND MS SUPERB COMPANY
probably return in two or three weeks here and, of course,
every one in town
and Mrs. Cutting and her daughter will he
INCLUDING
at the Elks' theater to hear
will join them in the summer.
them.
They are coming under the
of the Woman's
Auxiliary
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls left Santa auspices
AND
Board of the Archaeological
School
Fe Monday afternoon
for a three and
part of the proceeds will go toDavies
Miss
months trip abroad. They will spend ward
helping the museum,, The rea few days in Canada visiting rela- In a New Musical Comedy
ports of the success the boys have had
during this first week of their tour
are astonishing, and Santa Fe is lucky
to have a real live
boys enterH.
CO. tainment here. Thecollege
program, which
is called the "Humor of the Hour"
includes many clever
from
songs
"The Club that Teddy Founded" and
Comedy
the Champ Clark "Dawg Song," to a The Record-Breakifor
of College Life.
stunt entitled "I Have to Mind the
MUSICAL TREAT
AN
Baby," ail original songs by Dr. Gray.
The costumes have had special notice
USE
Costumed ProBeautiful
and
Scenic
for their elaborateness and variety. In
duction; Fascinating Girl Chorus.
fact, the whole show, from beginning
to end, is full of life and comedy. The 50
PEOPLE
50
Entertainers have met with the most
AND YOUR BREAD TR0 I'BLE
cordial welcomes and large audiences
PRkCES, 75c. TO $1.50.
ARE OVER.
everywhere along the line to Kansas
City. In some places, the boys were Seats on Sale at Fischer's Iirug Store,
Flour quality varies acMonday, April 28.
given banquets and at Clovis a tennis
tournament was arranged. Let Santa
cording to wheat quality.
Fe people show their patriotic interest
Poor wheat mean? poor
in the State University by an enthusflour, poor flour means
iastic reception of the 'Varsity boys.
poor bread. The gluten
And besides that, come on back to
in hard wheat is the eleyour own college days and get "hep"
ment that makes the
to a few university yells again this
bread raise. Hard wheat
week.
Xan O'Xeil.)
(All social items should be tele phoned
to Black
The roof needs fixing; front windows
broke;
The rug needs beating; the chimneys
smoke; ,";
The house needs painting; the wash
Hies high;
The lawn needs sodding; there's coal
to buy;
There's a year's work in everything
That marks the season hail, fair
From Life.
spring.
i

Your Patronage Solicited
.

Tv

IUjs n i

TRUST CO.

&

M.

F you wear shoes and think you will need
anything in that line it will pay you to
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to com
pletely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have a nice selection of children's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
at much below
These we are offering
goods to
our first cost. No old,
new
goods that
show you, but
are dependable. Some splendid numbers women's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf
Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.
to-d-

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. : About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

ed

styles-up-to-da- te

$2.25, now $1.00

Original Sale Price was
"
"
"

$3.00 to

1.50

4.00, now

Misses' Grammar School Shoes, $1.50 to $2.25, now $ .75 and $1.00
"
1.15 "
1.25
l.75io 2.25, "
1.65, "

90 to

Barefoot Sandals

.50

"

1.00

All our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices
are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow the cash and pay
50 per cent., if necessary, for them. You will save money.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Representing the

The Price Maker

ROYAL TAILORS.

14

Lawn and Silk Waists

A
A

HANDSOME PATTERNS

White Embroidered Dresses
SF.E THE DISPLAY.

-

FOR SALE in center

ay

shelf-handl-

ADOLF

it

CO

GOODS

DRY

SELIGNW

Stamped Linens,

s

FIRE

INSURANCE

FIRE

Scarfs

!

MISS

SURETY

INSURANCE,

BONDS,

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

MUGLER,

lUK'STliEATRE

JEWEL

R

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY

Yii

Wednesday,

H. C. YONTZ,

San Franciso

WALTER DeLEON

Street

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,
Next Door to Postoff ice

S.

130

Red.

Why Wait ?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
NEW MEXICO.

E. LAS VEGAS,

KAIE 5

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

I

Accurate

Returns

Work-Qu- ick

!

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
I tJJli TTTTE
1 1 i

i

J"st Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and
,

B.TONNIES,

z JOSEPH

DWELLING,

m

z

BARN, SHEDS AND C0RALL.

B. HAYVVARD, MANAGER,
Santa Fe,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

om

N. M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

73

Inspect Them.

204 W. Palace Ave.

THE

CAMPUS
ng

DO IT RIGHT!
When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE
When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

BossPatent Flour

ICE CREAM

is rich in gluten

I

FOR RENT

WITH LARGE

FERRIS HARTMAN

"Muggins"

66-6-

ORCHARD

'

lltKb

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Every Description. Silverware, Cut Glass, Decorated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.
Reliable Jeweler

!

Z

that's

why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOOR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

Grapes, Oranges,

Grape Fruit, Apples.
FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

U S.

KAUNE & CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Made to order

C. McCONVERY

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone. Black 204.

415

Palace Avenue.

at THE JERSEY

Two State Dinners.
N. M. 80 cts.
Governor and Mrs. McDonald are RANCH, Moriarty,
5
in
gallon lots for plain
per gallon
ctrtainly showing a hearty spirit
and one might say that those are the vanilla. Cream 5 cts. per gallon
only kind of spirits shown of hospiextra for small lots. Cream guartality to the members of the first state
The
executive mansion anteed pure.
legislature.has been thrown open to them with a
:
MORIARTY, N. M
most cordial invitation and it is need- A.J.JAMES,
less to say that they have enjoyed to
the utmost the kindness pf Governor
and Mrs. McDonald. After each dinC.
ner reports were heard of the good
times the men had had and the witty
stories that were told were repeated
and begun with "Well, when we were
over at the Governor's the other
night, etc.," or "wasn't that a great
song the Speaker sang?" And thedeli-clou- s MAMMOTH
PEKIN DUCKS
menu was an
topic
too. One man was overheard telling
Evrgs
his friends, who were invited for Friday night of the treat that was in
store for them, and at the end of a
long list of good things, he paused,
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
and then went on in an" awed voice,
"And there were strawberry short- - Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave.

S.

JAMES

Buff Orpingtons

Eggs for Hatching.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal ANof Wood

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

$1.50H3Eggs
for Hatching

$2.00

H EGGS

FIRST-CLAS- S

HACK SERVICE- -

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:r.

Buggies and Saddle Horses- THEODORE C0RRICK,

Phona Black 132.

Prop'r
5

iHE
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Pacific
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pm

p in

2
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7 40
8 05
8 20
K
35
8 50
9 00
M 10
9 35
lo oo

0
4

20
25
38
3!
42

7
48
56
68
76
82

6 18
5 2S
5 46

86

2

Dea MolneB,

34

12

am

N. M...Ar
Kumaldo

l.v..

p m

p ui

3
2
2
3
2

liedmau
llapulln

Vigil
Tbrnnpacn
Meluclie

.

Oolfai
Oerroaoso

9 12
8 55
8 20
8 02
1 45

...

84

Ar

Lv
Ar

Olnwrou
Olniarron

40

1

:W

1" 10

a 50
9 ?9

Koenler Junction

8S

10

1

am

Nash
Hxrlan
Uta Pari, N. M...Lv

iiii--i

F. K. MuNao, Esq.

.

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

Quarter of a Century Ago.

pm

TConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at. Preston, N. M.
tDaiiy except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m.
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
L. C. WHITE,
G. P. Agent.
V. P. G M.,
Superintendent.

When Going

WEST:

EAST

USE THE

April practice of law in the territorial and
27, 1SS7.)
supreme courts. Both gentlemen are
and
Hon. W. T. Thornton is on a visit to velL known in the southwest
their professional reputation is an
the Dolores mining camp.
assurance that the new law firm will
He who would make a move to beneho one of the strongest in the terri-toiy- .
fit Santa Fe, can well afford to study
lhe questions involved in the organi-- j
Washsation of a building and loan assoeia- - John H. Knaebel starts for case
of
ington tonight to argue the
lion.
James Harris vs. the Denver and Rio
on
Taffy pulling at Catron's hall
Grpi.de railroad.
'Thursday evening by the ladies of the
The boom in the southwest is largeGuild in aid of the rectory fund. Doors ly
iesponsible for the rush of busi'open and taffy ready at 8 o'clock. Ice ness- upon the A. T. & S. F. road. The
cream, cake and lemonade for sale.
extra local train that was put on the
S. S. Beatty shows a fine home pro- road
last month is
overtaxed
duct in the shape of brooms that were and a second extraalready
will be put on
iianut'aetured in the Mesilla valley. A next month.
practical test made in Santa Fe last There is certainly a great deal of
season shows that broom corn will "smoke" about the A. T. & S. F. exthrive abundantly here.
tending its lines from Hot Springs to
Messrs. H. L. Warren of Santa Fe, Gallup via Sanla Fe and it does look
fnd H. B. Fergusson of Albuquerque, as if there was just a little bit of
have formed a
for the "fire" about it somewhere.

SHORTEST LINE TO

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING

OR

UNION

(From the New Mexican

Of

j

j

Hotel Arrivals

PI O (fR ATM D Er
Denver, Colorado

pleasure in writin : yuu as rrf?ar(!s my case and its cure. In Hepten'.-LI was l:;! on v ,.h Tyvhoid Ft:ter, which put me in a dreadful condition. I was
run dtnvn, nrrroiis avd was reduced to a mere
skeleton. 1 had tried most everything I could jret but nothintr diil ire
any (rood until, at last. 1 was advised to try Dr. Pierce's Goiden Medical
Discovery, and 'Pleasant Pellets,' which 1 did. Before 1 had used one
Ijottle 1 saw a (Treat improvement and when 1 had used this treatment
two months, using only a few vials of 'Pleasant Pellets,' I returned to
perfect health. 1 cannot find words to express my thankfulness for
this wonderful medicine. I advise all sullexera to write to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, as he cures when others fail."

N.

M.

SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1912.
to produce sugar for commercial purposes.
The collection of bones, theremains
of at least 11,000 people, in the crypt
of Rothwell Church, near Kettering
has been
Northhamptonshire,
and placed on shelves, to save
them from decay by damp.
WhatLydia EPinkham's Veg.
The crypt containing the remains
etable Compound Did For
was accidentally uncovered by workmen some two hundred years ago.
Their Health Their own
Many suggestions hav2 been ven
Statements Follow.
tured as to the origi.i of the bones,
among them that they mark a monasNew Moorefield, Ohio. "I take great
tic burial place, or that 'hey wvre the
in thanking you for what your
pleasure
of
f
victims
the
skeletons
plague,
VegetableCompound
or that the bones are those of the
has done for me. I
siaiu at the battle of Naseby. A rehad bearing down
cent theory is that the remains are
pains, was dizzy and
of
in
the
the bones
villagers buried
weak, had pains in
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
lower back and could
not be upon my feet
long enough to get a
meal. As long as I
laid on my back I
would feel better,
Closing Quotations.
but when I would
New York, N. Y., April 27. Call
get up those bearing
4
money nominal; prime paper 4
down pains would come back, and the
Mexican dollars 48;
Silver 6
T ..Jio.
;,1 T
.,U1
x V,,l
Tin 41.lo41.35: uui ivi cam iiuu icuiaic uuuuic uvula
Copper, nominal;
was
pinkham.s
Compound
Vegetable
.
S4- Lead 4 104.1o;
Amalgamated
t.
an(1 f
mpHi.in. th.t np,p
129
109
Atchison
I
S;
Sugar
have been growing stronger ever since
New York 1 commenCed to take it. I hope it will
Great Northern 132
Northern Pacific 121 help other suffering women as it has me.
Central 120
Pacific You can use this letter." Mrs. Cassie
Reading 174; Southern
Steel Lloyd, New Moorefield, Clark Co., Ohio.
113
Union Pacific 173
71
Steel, pfd. 113
Bead What This Woman Says:
Lead and Spelter.
South Williamstown, Mass. "Lydia
27.
St. Louis, Mo., April
Lead, E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound cerspelter quiet tainly has done a great deal forme. Besteady 4.10 4.12
G.75.
fore taking it I suffered with backache
Grain and Provisions.
and pains in my side. I was very irreg
Chicago, 111., April 27 Wheat, May ular and 1 had a bad female weakness,
; especially after
116
Corn, May
July 11 3
periods. I was always
Oat3, May 571-4- ;
tired, so I thought I would try your medJuly 77
Lard icine. After taking one bottle of Lydia
Pork, May 19.32
July 54
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I
May 11.00; Ribs, May 10.30.
felt so much better that I got another
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., April 27. Wool and now I am a well woman. I wish
more women would take your medicine.
steady; territory and western me- I have told
my friends about it "Mrs.
diums KitfflS; fine mediums 1517c;
Robert Colt, Box 45, South Williams-towfine 10 (g lac.
Mass.
Chicago.
reChicago, 111., April 27. Cattle,
ceipts 200; market steady. Beeves ACTIVITY GIVES WAY TO
5.7O7.90; Texas steers 5.257.25;
APATHY ON STOCK MARKET.

TWO WOMEN
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RATON NEW MEXICO

Miles

1

The liquids and the digested foods in the alimentary canal pass through the
wall of the canal into the blood. This process is called absorption and takes place
After absorption the blood carries the food
chieny from the small intestine.
through the body, and each cell takes from the blood the food it needs. A pure
extract
made
from
bloodroot, mandrake, stone, queen's root and golden
glyceric
soil anl sold by drug;bts for the past forty ycar3 under the name of Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery, gives uniformly excellent results as a tonic to help
in the assimilation of the food and in the absorption by the blood of the food
it requires.
Eradicate the poisons from the blood with this alterative extract
li.bich does tint shrink the white blood corpuscles, because containing no alcohol or
ether injurious ingredients, thus the body can be built
vp strong to resist disease. This is a tonic taken from
Nature's gurd.n that builds up those wakened by disease.
Dr.
founder of the Invalids' Hotel at Buffalo,
N.Y., has received many letters similar to the following :
Mr. Fred R. Mcvro, of Paradise, N. S., writes: "I take irrcat

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

T

HOW BLOOD IS MADE,

mil

Railway

SANTA FE NEW WEXiCAS, SANTA

DEPOT

Palace,
William J. Mills, Las Vegas.
J. E. Sheridan, Silver City.
V. L. Griffin, Clovis.
William D. McBee, Clovis.
F. E. Summers, Albuquerque.
F. L. Meyers, Las Vegas.
H. R. Parsons, Fort Sumner.
W. H. Parker, Fort Sumner.
C. C. Henry, Fort Sumner.
A. Paul Siegel, Xara Visa.
Reed Holloman, Tucumcari.
S. B. Davis, Jr., I,as Vegas.
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas.
W. R. Hill, Kansas City, Mo.
John Shea, Salt Lake.

Lack of Industry and Thrift
Causes Much Poverty in
Tight Little Isle.
'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, April 27. An expedition
will be dispatched shortly from Aden
to punish the Sultan of Socotra unless
loot taken from the British steamship
Kuala, which was wrecked on the island of Socotra, is restored and an
apology given.
The punitive expedition will consist
of a cruiser of the East Indian squadron and the steamship Dalhousie,
which will convey a company of native
infantry from the Aden garrison. The
command of the party will be given
to Major General Sir J. A. Bell, political resident at Aden.
The Kuala, bound from Dundee to
Singapore, went ashore in November
and one of the crew was compelled to
travel 300 miles in an open boat for
The lives of the crew
assistance.
were threatened and the vessel was
Subselooted
the natives.
by
quently the crew was rescued by a
Russian ship and landed at Singapore.
Socotra is an island of the Indian
Ocean lying near the entrance of the
Gulf of Aden. It is eighty miles long
miles.
and contains 1,380 square
Thro-jgvirtually part of an Arab
sultanate, Socotra, is under British
protection, constituting a dependency
of Aden.
A Mysterious Ruby.

MARKETJEP0RT

I

I

79--

n,

tu Ti- - K
hon o no,-- ! nf western steers 5.657.65; stockers
W. W. Robertson, Oklahoma City.
and
cows
C. F. Wilson, Denver.
the British crown regalia since it was and feeders 4.30gG.80;
5.008.00;
C. S. Peterson and Mrs. Peterson, presented to Queen Victoria in 1S51 by heifers 2.707.5O; calves
Hogs, receipts 9,000; market dull,
and baby, Denver.
the directors of the East India Com- mixed 7.508.05;
7.50(97.90;
W. R. Smythe, East Las Vegas.
Light
or
less
more
been
panv. There has
i
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
i,i.tn r.f thia lowol neavy L&oras. ud rougn i.oovvt.ia
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
some exeperts even contending that itjpigs 4.907.15; bulk of sales 7.80
R. R. Urquhart, Denver.
had heen lost. The recent visit of the 8.00.

i

Coronado.
and his consort to In- J. P. Lucero, City.
dia resulted in the publication of a
Filemon Baca, City.
history of the jewel written with the
J. L. Holland, Espanola.
idea of
away the misappreAlfonso Cogdell and Mrs. Cogdell, hensions clearing
surrounding it.
Denver.
The Timur is the largest known
Margaret Cogdell, Denver.
spinel ruby weighing just over 352
G. Bowler, New York City.
carats. It is uncut but polished and
Eloisa Herrera, Madrid.
in one of the
wns nrnhahlv
C. Lucero, Los Cerrillos.
It was
old ruby mines of Badakshan.
seized by Ameer Timur, better known
Lee A. Harris, Ties Piedras.
Mayor James C. DaMman, Omaha,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lee, Jr., Newark, Nebr., often called the "Cow Boy ti western historians as Tamerlane,
in 1398. In
:. J.
Mayor" writes of the benefit he de- when he plundered Delhi
F. M. Lansing, St. Louis.
rived from Foley Kidney Pills and due time it descended to his grandson,
em-Montezuma.
says, "I have taken
Foley Kidney by which time the great Tartar
one
wane
and
on
was
the
during
pire
Pills
and
have
me
a
given
they
great
H. H. Brook, Buckman.
tar- the
wars
of
between
the
many
so
deal
I
recomof
relief,
cheerfully
J. H. Heald, Albuquerque.
fell
and
tars
Persians
the
the
ruby
mend
them."
sale
For
by all
E. N. Rich, City.
into the hands of the Kings of Iran.
W. W. Michel, City.
Sha Abbas I presented the ruby to
J. R. Skidmore, City.
his
friend the Mogul Emperor Jehan- Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Frank A. Chaves, Estaneia.
1!
gir in 1612. When his tavonte wite
Lincoln Chaves, Estaneia.
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
remonstrated with him for inscribing
of the time and works for the
H. Marx, Fort Worth.
upname on the jewel, Jehangir made
his
A. W. Shauer and one, Albuquerque.
new
of
State.
our
building
the striking prophecy that the ruby
would more certainly carry his name
down to posterity than written history, for it would always remain in
the possession of the ruler of HinduA remarkable group of articles on the present
stan, a prophecy which has been fulfilled to the present day.
and future of
Delh
In 1740 Nadir Shah sacked
and carried the ruby away with him.
When Nadir was assassinated in 1747,
Ahmad Shah seized the ruby with
wnssmassaKom
wiHyrwTMaai
ESBJsaBBBarvcwram
other booty, and, proceeding south,
founded the kingdom of Afghanistan.
When his grandson was expelled from
the country he sought refuge in the
Punjab, where he was compelled to
r
and
surrender both the
the Timur.
When the Punjab was annexed by
the British in 1849 the
the Timur and all other state jewels
were taken over by the Board of
and the
Administration
jewel was taken directly to London,
where it was presented to Queen Victoria. The Timur was later packed
up with other jewels and taken to
London for the great exhibition of
1S51.
At the close of the exhibition
the ruby was presented to the Queen
by the Court of Directors of the East
India Company, since which time if
has been one of the crown jewels.
Industry and Thrift.
During a conference of the Societies
for the Relief of Foreigners in Distress held at the Mansion House, the
The romantic story of how millions of horse-powLord Mayor declared that he was inr
arebeingharnessedtosupplynewenergy
clined to agree with the American
all over the country will appear in the
critics of England who asserted that
there were too many charitable socie
ties in this country. He wcs almost
disposed to think that there was one
society very much missing in London
and he would like to give it the name
of the Society of Education in Indus
try and Thrift. The two qualities
were scarcely known among the pro
ietariat of this country; otherwise
The Power Planters
they would scarcely need tre work
BENJAMIN
author
of
"Below
the
Water
BROOKS,
By
Line,"
of the numerous societies of people
tells the romantic story cf tSe men w( lou te the sources and
measure the available water suppli ' , ai.c at the planping and
who did not help themselves.
building of a great power pUui.
Sugar Beets.
The annual report of tts British
Power in Ind-istn'L'fe
Sugar Beet Council shows hat the
By DAVID B. RUSHMORE. The author describes the recent
raising of sugar beets in England has
great developments in the Wej' nr on the Pacific Coast and
the application of water pow;i throughout the United State
Stage. The
passed the experimental
in the transmission of electrical jjovei to great distances.
greatest advance reported by the
council was the establishment of afac-torDitch in the Desert
at Norfolk. There the farmers
By E. ROSCOE SHRADEP- - The wonderful way water was
will be able to test their beets and
carried from the high Sierra across the neat Mojave Jesert
into Los Angeles.
those who have not yet planted their
lrnds will be given ins'mction.
The Deepest Siphon Tunnel in the World
The memhers of the council are
By ROBERT K. TOMLIN, Jr. Tlie s- h- o' New YofVs
convinced that the industry will soon
i." ftei uE?er the Hudson
wonderful new water-wa- v
be placed on a sound Unantial basis
River.
without any assistance from the Development Fund, which could not be
drawn upon because the International
S3. 00 a v0-- . 2S emnta a namber
Sugar Convention prohibits subsidies
CHARLES aCfc,,.
ONS. N
'ORE
or grants of any kind by 'he government for an undertaking planned
King-Emper-

'

j

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of the Southwest"
by United States War
Instituas "Distinguished
Arm) officers detailed by Wai

Ranked

tion."
Department.
Thiough Academic course, preparing ytiung men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vu)
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tha

7T

Water and Rawer

season.

Ten buildings,
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
1. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
'
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
colleges.

A MOTHER'S CARE.
A

NEW MEXICO

Central Railroad Co.
SPECIAL REDUCED ROUND TRIP

CONVENTION FARES
TO

1

Nothing Tike having your office up
to date. The Gloue Wiornicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your office
but will pay for themselves in the
time they sve you. Wh" not be up
to date? New Mexican Printing

EUROPEAN CAPITAL
burnished for attractive enterprises
fa all substantial lines of business.
Railroads, Tractions, Water & Electric Powers, Irrigations, Timber,
Agricultural & Industrial.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
tandled.
Miscellaneous commissions ana orders ot all characters accepted for execution in any European country.
Correspondence enclosing full details at first
invited.
Min-ink- '.

Los Angeles, Cal.,

2

i

i

CHICHESTER S PILLS
V--

S--

Ashfnreiti-'IN.TF.R-

I

San Francisco, "
"
Oakland,

50.20

Tickets on Sale April 27, 28, 29 and 30,
May I, 2 and J.
SIJiK TRIP, FREE TO SAN DIKiiOON
TIOKKT8 KRADINli BOTH WAYS.
VIA KI.PASOA SOI'THKRK PACIFIC.

Limit, June 27, 1912.
For full particulars call on or addrei-s- .
L. H. GIBSON
or LOCAL AGENT.

C. L.

ALLIANCE

Parsons, Sec'y. and Treas. of

the C. H. Ward Drug Co., Pasadena,
Calif., writes: "We have sold and
recommended Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound for years. We believe it
to be one of the most efficient expectorants on the market. Containing
no opiates or narcotics it can be given
Enough of this
freely to children.
remedy can be taken to relieve a cold
as it has no nauseating results and
does not interfere with digestion. '
For sale by all druggists.

i
Street'
Bloomsbury
London, England,

It will not pay you to waste your
writins out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

tiem

Special
Clothes

i

Young

S5j
llSI
I1W

er

$40.20
50.20

ng

1

I

first-name- d

Superintendent

BANKERS

,

Koh-i-noo-

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

THE INTERNATIONAL

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., April 27. Some
heaviness was shown in the opening
Sheep, receipts 3,000 market slow. prices of today's stock market. ReadNative 4.75 5.75; yearlings 6 25
ing, the feature of the last few days.
8.00; lambs, native 6.009.00 west" ! opened with a block of 5,500 shares at
ern 6.2 5 fa 9.60.
174 to 173
compared with 175 at
Kansas City.
close. Canadian Pacific
yesterday's
Kansas City, April 27. Cattle, re- i yielded a point and a half and there
ceipts 200, no southerns. Market were substantial fractional declines in
steers 6.508.60;
steady. Native
Lehish Valley. Union Pacific. North- southern steers 5.508.00; southern ,, papjfip ann mirerl States Steel.
cows & neiiers 4Zoi.ao.ZD. rvauve '
Prices improved soon after the
cows and heifers 4.007.75; stockers
active issues recovering to
opening,
and feeders 5.007.10; bulls 4.
a fraction
above yesterday's close.
C.50; calves 4.50 7.00; western steers The
coppers were features of procows
western
4.506.50.
6.008.25;
nounced strength, Amalgamated, Utah
Hogs, receipts 2,000; market steady. and Tennessee Copper rising from
Bulk of sales 7.607.95; heavy 7.90
to 2 points. Reading retained its
8.00; packers and butchers 7.707.95; j
leadership but did not renew its spec-- I
lights 7.407.80; pigs 5.506.50.
tacular movements of the preceding
Sheep, receipts 2,000; market steady. days. American Writing Paper preMuttons 4.50(36.75; lambs 7.259.25; ferred and Westinghouse Electric,
fed wethers and yearlings 5.008.00; were the strongest issues in the spe"
fed ewes 4.506.25.
cial group.
Cotton.
The market closed heavy. Dullness
New York, April 27. Cotton spot ruled during the greater part of the
closed quiet; middling uplands 11.75; second hour and the
trading drifted
middling gulf 12; No sales.
the
into unimportant channels. All
market leaders were heavy under distinct pressure and the only standard
issue other than Amalgamated copper
ItRANI.
is.
. T,"K
to display any degree of strength
IMhiuuikI TlrnndV
fJS
I'llls in lied and iinld metallicVV,
fc'ji-Nv
was Norfolk & Western. National
TVi3 t"'est scaled with Blue Rilbon.
iai no other. Kiiy or your v
Biscuit and Texas Company were
UrnxeU
lJA3ltlNI Hit AMI IMJ.I.S, f.,r So
of
among the few strong specialties
year;, kiiown as Best, Salest, Always keliaole
SOLD BY GRllfiGISTS EVERYWHERE
that period.

Koh-i-noo-

For particulars and Illustrated
address:

Compound for croup, whooping cough,
bronchitis, and all affections of the
throat, chest, and lungs. Best and:
Bafest for children and grown per-Vnr culo'
Pnnfninc nn nniatoa
Knrts
by all druggists.

The Coppers Were Features of Some
Strength Soon After Today's
Opening.

m Industry

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
si, graduates from standard eastern

careful mother will not give her
child a medicine without knowing it
is pure, contains no opiates, and has
healing and curative qualities. Sueh
a medicine is Foley's Honey and Tar

fl.,

!

ti
Jjlrxl.
k--

SCRIBNER
Water

A

y

hired'

The Heart of th

full of vim, vigor and the zest of life,
particular attention to your clothes. The

If you are young

you should

ay

right choice

will make you

"look the part"

add to your

accent

your progressiveness.
These new styles for Spring anu Summer which we now

prestige

present should be of special interest to you. They result from
special study of young men's needs. The fabric tones and
patterns reflect your youth the modeling your activity. And
the workmanship the fact that these clothes were made by
Goldman -- Beckman

& Co. at Cincinnati, where good clothes

making is developed to a

fullest

fine art

is

positive

assurance of

value.

There is a touch of "different" in these young men's
models you will recognize the moment you try them on.

J.

H.

nrRiM

cash store
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GOOD WORK.

lays

Players

FOURTH ATTEMPT TO
LIBERATE HARRY K. THAW.

Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens.
Tell of it.
White, in New
Slayer of Stanford
York Six Years Ago, Would
of
Nearly every reader has heard
Be Free.
Doan's Kidney Fills. Their good work
in Santa Fe still continues, ind our
(By Special Leased W ire to New Mexican)
citizens are constantly adding endorseNew
X. Y., April 27. A
ment by public testimony. No better fourth Kochelle,
the agency of
through
attempt
can
be
the
had
of
than
merit
proof
the law to liberate Harry K. Thaw
experience of friends and neighbors. from the Matteawan state hospital
Read this case:,
where he has been
for the
Alberta Oarcia, uallsteo St., Santa slaying of Stanford imprisoned
White six years
a
deem
"I
it
New
says:
Mexico,
Fe,
ago, on the cause' of "insanity" was
the public made
pleasure to corroborate
today by Justice Keogh of the
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
supreme court in New Kochelle. Thaw
Kidney Pills about seven years ago. I was brought down lro:n Matteawan
tound them to be an excellent remedy
this morning. The hearing, on a writ
and I have never hesitated to vouch of habeas
corpus was expected to be
for their merit when an opportunity
in character and it was
preliminary
I
has been presented. For two years
no witnesses would be
that
expected
was in bad shape from backache and
examined or exhibits produced.
An
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidin oradjournment for several
ney Pills were brought to my notice, der that counsel for the weeks,
state may go
I reiiolved to try them. I procured a
over the voluminous records in prebox and they not only drove away vious
habeas corpus proceedings was
backache, hut regulated the passages predicted.
of the kidney secretions and toned up
my entire system."
TO STUDY
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 JUDGE POLLOCK
ORIENT
R. R. AFFAIRS.
cents.
Buffalo
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
Application for Receivers' Certificates
States.
Are Delayed in Kansas Federal
Remember the name Doan's and
Court.
take no other.

and at times actually works out dance
steps and helps with suggestions that
are invaluable. Mr. De Leon is first
Combination of Ballet Steps, Delsart, of all an eccentric dancer. Small wonder then that he has worked
into
Buck and Wing Form Basis of
classic poses some of his own eccenNovel Dances.
It required months of constant ef tric ideas. One of the most difficult
fort on the part of Walter De Leon dances which the young couple do is
and Miss "Muggins" Davies to perfect a combination of ballet steps, Delsart
the various difficult dances which they poses, buck and wing and double shufexecute so cleverly. Mr. De Leon, who fle. To say the least, the dance is one
by the way, is somewhat of a genius which' requires skill and grace as well
years of age as muscular development on the part
being only twenty-fou- r
and not only writes book, lyrics and of Mr. De Leon for he is called upon
music for his musical comedies, but to support the entire weight of his
also plans every dance number, stud- dancing partner numerous times duried the terpsichorean art for a long ing the evolution of the dance. In the
time before he attempted to plan any specialty number, "The Same Old
dances. He read volume after volume Love" which Mr. De Leon and Miss
relative to dancing and then studied Davies do in the second act of Tiie
Delsart and after he had mastered the Campus" they dance and illustrate, alrudiments of the art, began putting though in a small degree a Scottish
his knowledge into practice. At the reel, a Sailor's Hornpipe, a French
a stately English waltz, a
present time, Miss Davies assists Bim Can-cain the preparation of all their dances I Texas Tommy and a German dance.
CE LEON AND DAVIES
DANCING AT ELKS' THEATER.
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MRS. LARAM0RE
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Lady in Goodwater Describes Her
furniture,
ITZKI.
Distressing, Experience and
Tells How She Was
LOST,
Finally Relieved.

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug- ht

Black-Draug-

e

j

3

a

n

j

'

'

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS

'

small
i

.

Foster-Milbur-

r

House with or without
or 0 rooms. D. S. LOW

FOR RENT

Goodwater, Mo. ' Ever since I was
a little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
I suffered
misery alter eating, and had
terrible heartburn.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
long as I lived, but when I began to take
in small
Thcdford's
doses, every night, the heartburn was all
gone in a few days, and 1 could eat
without distress.
1 took two small
packages in all, and
although that was some time ago, the
dyspepsia has not returned.
I speak a good word for Thedford's
whenever I have the opportunity."
If eating causes distress, we urge you
It
to try Thedford's
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to
, t
I 'b t
"V."
i
!
lj? 1 ' k
digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
stimulates the liver.
The warships turbines are adapted (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
It acts gently and is without bad afterfor the consumption of either coal or
Kansas City, Mo., April 27. After effects. Try it. Price 23c.
oil fuels. She has five turrets, three consulting with attorneys for the reof which are in the center line before ceivers of the Kansas City, Mexico
Felipe Salazar, Committeeman.
ard after and the other two amidships. and Orient Railway, Judge Pollock of gates.
One
13.
Gloriota.
No.
Precinct
The cost of construction
is nearly the Federal court, in Kansas City,
Pedro Ortiz, Committeeman.
delegate.
$12,000.0110.
Kansas, today announced he would
Precinct No. 14. Chimayo. One
not decide their application for re- delegate.
Eukigio Martinez, CommitMEDIATORS IN RAILROAD
ceivers' certificates until lie had given teeman.
ENGINEERS' STRIKE CONFER. the matter consideration.
He said he
Precinct No. 15. Santa Cruz. One
desired to further gather information delegate. Jose A. Maestes, CommitteeJudge Knapp Departed for Washing himself concerning affairs of the man.
ton and Negotiations Await His
road.
Precinct No. 16. Santa Cruz. One
Return.
j
Application for receivers' certifi- delegate.
John S. Block, Committeecates to the amount of $2,250,000 for man.
I
By Special Leased Wlr! to New Mexican) f
irther improvement of the line was
Precinct No. 17. Santa Fe. Five
New York, April 27.- - United States
made
April 22, as Judge Pollock took delegates.
of Labor Charles
Meeting to be held at
Commissioner
P.
the matter under advisement. He
Gus Hunter, or Tims.
Hall.
A.
and
Martin
of;
Knapp,
Judge
jNeill
said he probably would reach a deci- Doran, Committeeman.
the United States commerce court,
Precinct No. IS. Santa Fe. Seven
that their negotiations with the! sion next week.
Meeting to be held at tlri
delegates.
representatives of fifty railroads in the
Court House. C. O. Harrison or Meli-toeastern territory and the engineers PRESIDENT W. H. TAFT
FINDS TIME FOR GOLF,
Castillo, Committeeman.
over the question of increased pay will
Precinct No. 19. Madrid. Two del
not prove unproductive, but decline to
discuss the present situation except Puts on Old Sweater and Grey Cap egates. Tonias Arehibeque, Commit
Showes 'Em How to Play the
teeman.
to say that progress is being made.
Game.
Precinct No. 2. San Pedro. One
The two mediators conferred again
Ey Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) delegate.
Qtiinto Sandoval, Committhis morning with the
of railway managers and on Monday
Newark, N. J., April 27. President teeman.
Precinct No. 21. Otto. One delewill meet the committee of engineers. Taft laid aside his political clothes,
Judge Knapp departed today for put on an old gray cap and a sweater gate. S. M. Johnson, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 22. Nambe. Three
ISSEKJ
Washington to be absent until Mon-- j and relieved his feelings by knocking
Cesario Ortiz, Committeeday. After a brief conference with the a golf fall around the course today delegates.
of railroad managers, at the
Baltustol Golf Club near man.
Precinct No. 23. Rio Medio. One
Cathedral.
Thursday
evening at 7:45 p. m. Commissioner Xeill said there would Orange. The President played with
Third Sunday after Easter.
Strangers visiting in the city and be no more conferences until Judge Odgen Colgate of New York. There delegate. Pedro Jimenez, Committeeothers are the most cordially invited Knapp's return. In the meantime were many other players on the links, man.
First mass at 6 o'clock, a. m.
Precinct No. 24. Kennedy. One
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon In to attend any or all meetings. Rev. Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the but out of respect for Mr. Taft there
Juan Sanchez, Committee
delegate.
engineers and chairman of their sub-- j was no gallery to watch him play.
J M. Shinier, pastor.
English.
man.
committee, is expected to make known
Third mass 10:30. Sermon in SpanFirst Presbyterian.
All Democrats and citizens irrespecto Mr. Neill what procedure would
ish.
B. Z. McCollough, Minister.
M. D. Boardman, 573 W. Main St.,
of past party affiliation, who betive
meet
the
At 6:30 p. m. Rosary and Benedicapproval.
engineer's
school
ac9:45. Fred McBride,
Sunday
Helena, Mont., gives an interesting
in the objects sought to be atlieve
tion.
count of his improved health through
superintendent.
tained
WILL
PRESIDENT
ADDRESS
by the Democratic party, are
11
Lady of Guadalupe.
o'clock.
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. After
Morning
preaching
to participate in said priUNION LEAGUE CLUB.
requested
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass Theme, "Appointed
a
of
detailed
account
his
with
case,
giving
meetings
of delegates
9.30 a. m. Sermon in Spanish and Christ."
he says, "I am almost 79 years old maries and the selection
Junior Endeavor 3 p. ni.
convention.
to
said
county
Wire
New
to
leased
Mexlcani
Special
(By
Miss
and have spent hundreds of dollars
Jessie Carroll, superintendent.
English.
ARTHI'R SELIGMAN,
Church of the Holy Faith.
Christian Endeavor 6:45. Miss Lottie
Philadelphia, Pa., April 27. Presi- for medicines, but find that I have
County CenRev. John W. Heal, Priest in Charge. Hanna, president. Evening preaching dent Taft will be the guest of honor received more benefit from Foley Kid- Chairman, Democratic
tral Committee.
Third Sunday after Easter. Ser- 7:45. Theme, "A species of baekuone at the dinner to be given by the Union ney Pills, than from all other medivices: Holy communion 8 a. m. Morn- worth while." Special music at both League Club tonight in commemora- cines. Further particulars sent od ADOLPH P. HILL,
Secretary, Democratic "County Cening prayer, Litany and sermon 11 a. m. services. Midweek services Wednes- tion of the ninetieth birthday annivep request.'' For sale by all druggists.
tral Committee.
day 7:45 p. m. Every one is cordially sary of General Ulysses S. Grant,
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 5th,
The
is
invited
to
to
President
CONVENscheduled
CALL
FOR
DEMOCRATIC
arrive
attend.
conThis will be the last service
1912.
here at 6 p. m. from Trenton, New
TION.
ducted by the priest in charge, who
the
From
club
of
the
Santa
Fe County, New Mexico.
portico
Jersey.
GERMAN BATTLESHIP IS
leaves for Colorado on May 1st.
By direction of the Democratic Ex- TIME TABLE ALL
CHRISTENED BY PRINCESS. house he will review the first briSt. John's Mehodist Episcopal Church
gade of the National Guard of Penn- ecutive Committee of Santa Fe Coun- Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. MornLOCAL TRAINS
sylvania, which today celebrates the tv Yew Mpxico. 'A delpcate conven
ing worship at 11:00 a. m. with ser- 'F Special Leased Wire to New Mexican fourteenth anniversary of Its depar- tion of the Democrats of said county
mon on Friendship, by Dr. Frank H.
Danzig, Germany, April 27. The ture for the
The following arc tne time tablet
war.
is hereby called, to be held at the
H. Roberts, president of the Les Ve- battleship Koenig Albert, named for
A reception will follow the review County Court House in Santa Fe, New it the local railroads:
gas Normal School. Junior League at a former king of Saxony, was launch- after which the dinner will be held. Mexico, on Monday May 6th, 1912, .it
"A. T. 4 B. P. R'."
3:00 p. m. Epworth League at 6:45 ed today. The present Saxon king, President Taft will be the principal 2 p. m. of said
Leave
day, for the purpose of
p m. The topic will be "The Man Frederick August, was present and speaker. He will leave for Washing- electing fourteen delegates to repre8:10 a. m., to connect with No. b
of the Hour." Isa. 53 chapter, and made a speech and his Princess Ma- ton at midnight.
and No. 10 eastbound.
westbound
sent said county in the Democratic
the thought for the month is, "The thilda christened the vessel.
State Convention to be held at Clovis,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
Heroic in Life." The latter was viThe Koenig Albert is practically
Barela Ranch Sold Out. The large New Mexico, on the 14 th day of May, p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
vidly exemplified by many in their identical with the battleships Kaiser, landed state of State Senator Casimi-r- 1912, for the purpose of selecting eight
Barela of Trinidad, CSolorado, who delegates and eight alternates to rep- conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
deaths when the Titanic sank in
Kaiserin, and Frederick der Grosse.
Leader, Charles A. Enderle. It has a tonnage of 24,500 and is arm- was recently in Santa Fe has been resent the State of New Mexico in the 2 eastbound.
and fourteen
sold under the hammer to H. B. National Democratic Convention to be
At 7:45 p. m. song service followed by ed with ten
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
desermon by Dr. Roberts, on "War and
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
guns. The specifications
Phelps of Raton for $20,000. It co- held in the City of Baltimore, Maryknots. vered 2,387 acres of land.
Peace."
land, on the 25th day of June, 1912, nect with No. 7 westbound and No. i
prayer service on mand a speed of twenty-onfor the purpose of nominating Demo- eastbound.
cratic candidates for President and
Returnin0 arrive at Santa Fe at
of the United States.
p. m.
ueave Santa Fe at 8: B0 p. m. to con
Primary meetings are hereby called
to be held in the various precincts of nect with No. 8 tastbound and No. .
said county, on Friday the 3rd day westbound.
of May, 1912, at the hour of 7:30
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
o'clock p. m. in the city of Santa Fe, P. m.
New Mexico, and at such hour and
f
Passengers fT ine Beien
place on said day in the various pre- and Pecos Valley points Bhoald now
cincts of .said county, outside of said leav at 3:20 p. ai. instead of 7:20
committeeman
city, as the precinct
as heretoiort. Connection leaves Alfixes and determines.
t 7:55 p. m. instead ot
buquerque
The representation from the respec- 2:20 a. m.
tive precincts to said county convenD. & ft. a. tly.
tion, and the names of the precinct
committeemen whose duty it will be
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort.
Each day thinkers use up cells of the Brain
to call such meetings to order at the
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from Tiorth.
time and places specified ,are as folNew "extco central Ry.
lows:
Each day active workers destroy cells in the nerve centres
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
1.
No.
Precinct
Pojoaque. One
east and 1 south and west
If the food lacks the things Nature demands for rebuilding, Nervous Prostration
Evaristo F. Trujillo, Committee- i Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
man.
from No. 3 eat- and Brain fag result.
Precinct No. 2. Tesuque. One deleW.
A.
CommitteeWilliams,
gate.
The
Commencement
Programs
man.
Suppose a bricklayer tried to build a wall and the boss furnished brick, sand
have
Mexican
New
Company
Printing
3.
Santa Fe. Nine
Precinct No.
received the new samples of embossed
and water, but left out the lime ?
delegates. Meeting to be held at Vi
and engraved commencement program
gil's Hall. Severiano Rivera, or Nica- covers. The line is beautifully gotten
nor Baca, Committeeman.
Suppose you eat plenty of albumin and take sufficient water, but neglect food
up with the latest patterns and de
4.
Seven
No.
Fe.
Santa
Precinct
will be mailed upon
which contains Phosphate of Potash ?
delegates. Meeting to be held at Cor- signs. Samples
dovans Hall. Chas. F. Easley
or Lo- request to any one interested. Make
your selections early.
Nature cannot rebuild gray matter in nerve centres and brain without Phosrenzo Gutierrez, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 5. Agua Fria. Two
The New Mex
Society Stationery
Jose A. Romero, Commitphate qf Potash which binds together albumin and water to make it
delegates.
can Printing Company have on hand
teeman.
fccipr.ale of Pctath, as gicwn in the grains by Nature, is more than half the
Precinct No. 6. Cienega. Two dele- and can make up promptly the latest
J. D. L. A. Carillo, Committee- forms in society stationery. The new
gates.
size correspondence
mineral salts in Grupe-Nuts- .
cards, etc. Or.
man.
Precinct No. 7. Cerrillos. Three ders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to make
delegates. Ramon Sandoval, Commityour selection from.
teeman.
Precinct No. 8. Galisteo. One delegate. Jose A. Anaya, Committeeman.
ti interested and should know
Precinct No. 9. San Udefonso. Two
about the wonderful
Flavio Valencia, CommitMARVEL Whirling Spray
delegates.
The new Vafiinal SyrirtQO.
teeman.
Ucst most convenient. It
Precinct No. 10. Stanley. Two del
cleanses instantly.
Y.
or
Jno.
Park
E.
Evans, Ask your druggist for it.
egates.
.
If he cannot iuddIv tl
Committeeman.
MARVEIf accept no otherV
Precinct No. 11. Golden. One dele but
send stamp for Illustrated
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
book sealed. It gives full particu
gate. J. D. Har Committeeman.
lars and directions i..valuableto ladies,
Precinct No. 12. Lamy, Two dele- - MAIVEJ. WJ.. 44 bst m KtrtfJt, Htv
j

gold,

7.30.
open-face-

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
";CHAS. E. LINNEK. Secretary

.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condi
tion and does splendid writing-- .
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ami repaired. Ne
olatens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee
a?") rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrite.- - guar
inteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
change. Phone 231.

o

Mid-wee- k

e

How Build Today
To Replace the Worn out Parts
of Yesterday?

cut-of-

fiele-gat-

Jf

'There's a Reason" for

Every Woman

fj8B"4

V

Masonic

H&ll

at

7: SI

P.m.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe tjoflge el
Peifection No. 1. I4tn
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry mee'g oa
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
' Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza,
j Visiting
Fntish Rite Masons ar cordially Invited to attend.

S. G. CAJITWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
SALESMEN
ESTABLISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR HENRY F. STEPHENS. 32
lecretary.
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
Our original plan of selling groceries
B. P. O. E.
by sample to farmers, storkmen, resSanta Fe Lodge NX
houses
and
other
taurants, boarding
40, B. P. O. E. holU
large consumers, enables energetic
Its regular session or
salesmen to establish quickly a permathe second and fourth
nent business of their own yielding a
of each
Wednesday
income.
Commission
splendid
month. Visiting brott
settlement.
ert are inviteo and
Goods sold subject t
trial. Experiwelcome.
ence not essential.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Write for particulars today giving J. D. SENA,
Exalted Kuler.
--

Semi-monthl- y

references.

JOHN SEXTON & CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE
FRANKLIN STt.., CHICAGO.

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homester.d No.

Ai

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Tnura

j

PROFESSIOKAL CARDS,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

days, Fireman'!

Hall. H. Foreniai,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. uec. Fred F.
Alarid.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1-

Assistant District Attorney, Fir
Judicial District.

fill

Santa Fe Camp
M.

W. A.
fleets second Tuesday each month, so
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
clal meeting tLlr
Attorney
at FireTuesday
Practice In r.ie Distri Court tu
man's Hall. Visit
wttti aB before the Supreme Court o,
ing neighbors welcome.
Che termor.
A. G. WHIT HER, C niuL
unit Cruces,
New Mesltsw CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
CHAS. W. G. WARD,

District Attorney for Fourth Judicia

District.
Iju Vegas,

New Mexico

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attnrny-at-La-

'

mid-ocea-

convocation second
Monday of each moB'--j
at Masonic Hall a;
7:30 p. m.
CI1AS. A. WHEELON',

Elegantly Furnlsrted Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-nH. P.
all modern conveniences, including ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary.
steam
electric light,
heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Santa Fe Commandery
mptimt
Apply to F. M. Jones.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon--

;

n

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
L R. A. M. Regular

SALESMEN to call on grocers, confectioners, general stores, $150 monthly and exper
yearly contract. Man.i street, St. Louis, Mo.
ager, 17 S.

i

Spanish-America-

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodgi,
F. & A. 44.
No. 1,
Regular commun.
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

TROUBLES

Sanu

Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specials
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-- a Law.
Practice in all the Courts and B
lore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,
t-

Chat. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Ea.ale)
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tbe courts ana befori
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
B&nta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan
cia, N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ,

13514,

Santa Fe
6673,

Camp

R. N. A.

Nc.

meets

first Tuesday of eactk
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 529. Holds its
regular meeting on the first
Thursday of each month at
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,
Secretary.
ODD

FELLOWS,
Santa Fe Lodge

meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcoma

Attorney and counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts I
the Territory.
- New Mexlex
Santa Fe

NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the
intend to organize a corporation under the provisions of Sec. 26,
Chapter 48 of the Laws or 1909, to Ce
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
known as the
Public Stenographer
INTERSTATE CASUALTY COMSanta Fe, N. M.
PANY,
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
with its principal place of business
Phone Red 162.
in the City of Sflnta Fe and with a caHAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER- pital stock of $200,0(10.00 and to be
authorized to make the following
TISE?
kinds of insurance: Vpon the health
Tell your story to
of persons; against injury,
disable2,000,000
Readers
ment or ueath of persons, resulting
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise- from traveling or general accidents by
ment, in 25 leading newspapers' Sun- land or water; upon the lives of
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De- horses, cattle and other live stock;
upon plate glass; against breakage;
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING upon steam boilers, fly wheels and
other liability insurance; against exAGENCY,
plosion and against loss or damage
New
Mexico.
Taos,
to life or property resulting therefrom; against loss by burglary or theft,
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
or both; guaranteeing the fidelity of
Dentist.
persons holding ploces of trust, public
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
or private and executing surety and
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
judicial bonds, and writing and underPhone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m writing insurance of all Hinds permitted under the said law except fire
And by Appointment
and life insurance.
Dated Santa Fe, New Mexico, April
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
1?, 1912.
Physician and Surgeon.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
J. H. VAUGHN,
Office jours 11 a. m. u 12:30 p. us
CARL A. BISHOP,
2 tf
J. A. AIASSIE,
p. IX. Eveniigs.
Phone Blact 47.
ROBT. P. ERV1EN.

'or

'

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P.

M- -

Wm. L. Cooy, Prop., the Bee Hive
Drug Store, Neihart, Mont., says the
Belt Canon running from Belt to Neihart is the most picturesque spot in
all Montana.
He writes, "I recommend Foley's Honey and Tar Compound to all my customers and am
never disappointed. It gives the best
results for coughs and colds of anything I sell." For sale by all
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THE DISCOVERY

OF THE

North Pole
WAS

A GREAT

SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1912.

enjoy being together. The guests were
seated la the large living room where
Mrs. Collins gave her talk and passed
around many interesting photographs
of Panama.
Judge Collins was ap(Continued from Page Five.)
The rendition of the Holy City last pointed as United States justice in
were
evening a the Elks' theater by the Panama and he and Mrs. Collins
Santa Fe Choral society was a musical prominent residents there for five
event, because it betokens greater years. That Santa Fe is especially
and better things to come and be-- l lortunate in having sucn cnarming ana
cause it was the first serious attempt cultivated people make their home
in twelve or more .ve:ir3 in the Capi- - here hardly needs to be slated. Mrs.
in
Collins contrasted the conditions
as this cantata or oratorio. V Uh Panama before and after the beginning
more precise training and more fre- of the construction work on the canal.
quent rehearsals of the entire chorus She pictured very vivMLy the squalor and wretchedness of the native quarand Instrumentalists,
with soloists
I
there is no reason, for the choral so ters, the naked brown babies of Boli- a
leading var street, tne gins wasmng ciotnes
becoming
The dude dresses to kill, but the ciety not
factor in the musical life of the in the river, and the proud
meat man kills to dress!
ian in his gala costume of a pajama
Director Wade deserves
much praise for his painstaking and jacket and a derby. Then came the
and the civilizing
work, for it requires an U. S. engineer
OnceThere Was a Little Calf enthusiastic
enthusiast to undertake such a task. changes he brought. The old unkept.
Monkey
Chorus, as well as soloists, together cemetery had been called
'Twould Make You Laugh
with the instrumental trio, acquitted Hill and the American changed that'
To Hear It Bawl! -- Thai's Half!
that into a well cared for Mount Hope.
themselves well, demonstrating
much musical talent. Malaria and yellow fever were so
Fe
has
Santa
Now We Sell The Best
The audience was a large and dis- prevalent that the government found
Of Veal, Well Dressed,
cerning one. The program and those the sanitary conditions must be imwork could go on.
who took part were published in last proved before
Municipal buildings were begun, such
It Makes A Dainty Meal evening's New Mexican.
as the Y. M. C. A., the Strangers Club
and finally the Woman's Federation
A
Afternoon.
Panama
!
THAT'S ALL
One of the most pleasant afternoons erected their club house, where worn-- ;
Except A Suggestion
of all the season's festivities was that! en took up civic work, study clubs and
spent with Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter at arranged for concerts and the enterHerei her delightful home on Palace avenue, tainment of prominent guests such as
Buy
last Tuesday. Mrs. Walters invited President and Mrs. Taft. Mrs. Cothe members of the Fifteen Club and llin's talk was delivered in such a
a few others to meet Mrs. Lovin C. Col- charming way and was of such inter-- ;
lins and hear her give a talk upon est that one wanted to start for the
her experiences in Panama. It proved canal zone immediately.
a
to be a rare treat to those who were
Phone 92.
Governor McDonald will go to Albufortunate enough to be guests and the
afternoon will long be remembered querque this evening where a powThe Smile that never wears off. Be- for the
wow of Democratic leaders is on and
interesting talk a: d the concause he eats at the New State.
genial hospitality that made everyone may go to his ranch at Carrizozo before returning.
State Engineer Charles D. Miller
tiMWUMHjmi'.'iuma
spent a few days in Las Cruces this
week.
State Senator Charles j. Laughren
left for his home at Deming yesterday.
State Senator Boleslo Romero went
to Los Lunas over Sunday.
State Senator H. B. Holt was a passIt isn't so much a
bound for LuTs Cruces
last
enger
matter of money the
He expects to return on
evening.
home
securingof artistic
Tuesday.
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of
M ft
&di
interiors;
the Agricultural College, will make
As it is the exercise
the commencement address to the Alof good taste and color
buquerque High School on May 29.
Mr. aim Mrs. Numa Reymond and
sense.
Miss Amelia Frenger, who have been
THE MAXWELL
visiting at their former home in the
Mesilla valley, have left on a leisurely
P0RTIF0LI0
trip after a tour of the world for
their present home at Geneva, Switzof harmoniouscolorcom-bination- s
erland, to which the New Mexican has
f oreyery room
been following them for many years

What is the difference
between
dude and a Meat Man?

a!
I

SOCIETY

Panama-Southwes-

i

ACHIEVEMENT

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,
By

Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.
i

Tomatoes,

Strawberries,!

Green Onions,

Plaza Market Co.

Radishes,
Lettuce,

Spinach,

Carrots.

Parsnips,

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

DOLLARS AND SENSE

j

IflKSEXSSBSffa

S . SPIT,
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece cf machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
t
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance whetl tr:vc'.3 over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grndpe your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD
Makes home baking easy. Nothing
can equal it for making, quickly and
perfectly, delicate hot biscuit,
muffins, cake ahc pastry.

YOUR VEAL

Rhubarb,

Asparagus,

FOR

in the house so proves

E

that.
We

Watches
and
Clocks.

want you to see

the Maxwell 'line

of

Spring Papers.
It comprises a wide range of patterns and prices.
A rich assortment of colors in the new artistic effects.
The Portifolio will help you to a choice.

" Time Pieces That

Santa Fe Hardware

Are

&

Supply Co.

Reliable."

y.

past.

tartar

Ma$e from pure, grape cream of

hot-brea-

ds,

j

Protects the food from alum.
was seeking to organize the conven- in the interest of a particular
candidate,,.; Colonel John T. McGraw
of
Westrginia, brought out the
question. "He proposed the selection
of United States Senator O'Gorman:
of New York, as temporary chairman,
Urey Woodson, of Kentucky, secre-- j
tary of tne national committee as sec-- j
retary pro. tem., and Colonel John I.
Martin, of Missouri, sergeant at arms
of the national committee as tempoof the convenrary sergeaht-at-armtion.

ates to the Democratic

National

French

WILL ESTABLISH
PROTECTORATE,

General Lyawatey Selected Governor
and Minister Regnault Will Be
Withdrawn.
jBy special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rambouillet, France, April 27. At
a cabinet - meeting
today, General
Lyawatey was selected as the resident
French governor of Morocco. This action followed the decision that condiDELAWARE DEMOCRATS
tions in Morocco demand the immediCHOOSING STATE DELEGATES. ate establishment of a protectorate.
Eugene Regnault, French minister to
(Ry Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Morrocco, was transferred to become
Wilmington, Del., April 27. Prima- the head of some legation in Europe.
ries are in progress in Delaware today for the election of delegates to
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
state convention
the Democratic
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
which will be held at Dover next Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
Tuesday. The state convention will i: fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- choose six delegates and six altera- - uature Is on each box. 25c.
.

-

j

s

Cut Flowers for All Occasions

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Baltimore, April 27. The question
of the temporary organization of the
Democratic national convention here
next June was brought up at the
meeting of the national committee's
on arrangements today, but was dropped when Chairman
of
Mack argued that the selection
j temporary officers
how might create
the impression that the committee

AT THE

Clarendon Garden
Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

Fh
Ik

t4

WILL LAST UNTIL APRIL 30.

We have but a few more days before the end of the
GET BUSY and come and save money. Our sale has been
successful from the first day we opened our doors till the present day, and we are going to make it more successful by giving you
30 HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX SUITS
a square deal. We have
left out of 100, and we are
going to close them out at
advertised for $17.50.
What we
$15.50 each.
25 per cent, discount on
all others during the sale.

SO

25

ftft FLRSHEIMSH0ESare getting very low;
i)J)uU dllU iJwtUU we have but a few pairs left, so you had
jb

QC

better get busy and come soon or you will loose the
opportunity to wear Florsheim Shoes for . . . . .

3.50

We have a few yards of Pongee Silk to be closed out at 60c. Yd.
See our Window Display of Madras the finest and the very best goods that are manufactured for the market, for
Waists and Shirts. We are selling these goods at cost for your own benefit, so that you may get in the habit of buying the best. Regular price" 75c
V .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
;.
peryard. To be sold at per yard .

ON ANY SKIRT IN THE HOUSE.

15

C

;

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

4

r

ir

o
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-
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MOROCCAN

PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

Ann

QflH

con-tio-

vention.

NATHAN SALMON

